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Abstract
Recently, the conventional Matrix Converter has been considered for aerospace ap-
plications because of its compactness in weight and size due to absence of a DC-Link
capacitor. In addition the Matrix Converter is capable of producing a variable out-
put voltage with unrestricted input and output frequency. This is useful in aerospace
applications which require a wide range of input frequency, sometimes from 360 Hz
to 900 Hz. These key features are only obtained from the Matrix Converter without
using any large passive components. The Matrix Converter has an inherent regener-
ation capability. However, the avoidance of the regeneration may be vital in many
aerospace applications, such as aircraft surface actuation systems. According to cur-
rent aircraft power quality specifications regeneration is not allowed and must be
dissipated with in the Matrix Converter drive itself.
This thesis proposes two novel methods which allow regeneration from the Matrix
Converter motor drive to be avoided. These are the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS)
method and Input Power Clamp (IPC) method. In order to detect regeneration in
the Matrix Converter motor drive two techniques are used. These are the Power
Comparison (PC) technique and Input Voltage Reference (IVR) technique. Finally,
to validate the proposed methods a Matrix Converter has been designed and built
with a Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC). Indirect vector control is used to control
4.0 kW Induction Motor. Based on the simulation results and experimental results
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In 21st century, power electronics is playing a major role in global industrialization and
energy conservation. The impact of power electronics has been seen in almost several
fields of engineering, such as mechanical, aeronautics, textiles, robotics, mining and
marine [1]. The need for power electronics has increased over the years due to the
advantages of controlling electrical energy.
One application of power electronics is eﬃcient power conversion. In addition control
of electric power leads to the rapid developments in the power generation, distribution
and utility systems [2].
This research in this thesis is related to the application of power electronics in the
control of motor drives for aerospace applications. In the first stage of the work a
Matrix Converter is used to control an induction motor. In second stage, using a




This research is focussed on aerospace applications, such as aircraft surface actuation
control systems and Air to Air (in-flight) Refueling systems (AAR), where regener-
ation into the main supply is not allowed. The avoidance of regeneration is very
important in aerospace applications. For example, When Air-Air Refuelling (AAR)
the Tanker Aircraft (TA) hose trails and winds, the regeneration takes place in the
Host Drum Drive Motor (HDDM). The air refuelling system in the Tanker Aircraft
as depicted in the figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Host Drum Drive System of Tanker Aircraft
Air to air refuelling means the receiver aircraft receives the fuel from the Tanker
Aircraft. It includes the refuelling hose which is controlled by the Host Drum Drive
System (HDDS). This system is commanded by Refuelling Control Unit (RCU) by
sending Aeronautical Radio Incorporated commands (ARINC). HDDS has three main
components such as Motor Control Unit (MCU), Dump Resistor Pack (DRP) and
two motors as shown in the figure 1.2. The MCU controls the motors based on RCU
commands.
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For refuelling purpose the Tanker Aircraft refuelling hose trails and winds by Hose
Drive Drum Motor. At the moment, the tension and retrieval of refuelling hose is
controlled by MCU by changing the direction of motors speed. So that regeneration
occurs in the motors. HDDS should able to dissipate the regenerated power otherwise
it can cause two major problems:
1. Regeneration can increase the input supply to HDDS
2. Deactivate the control system of HDDS and the whole system become unstable.
Figure 1.2: Host Drum Drive System (HDDS) of Tanker Aircraft (TA)
Currently, two-stage DC-Link converters are used in the MCU of HDDS. DC-Link
converters are more weight and bulk. HDDS should be as light as possible. Because
of above reasons Matrix Converter is recommended. However, inherent regeneration
unique feature of Matrix Converter because of its bidirectional switches the regener-
ated energy is directly fed back to the supply without requiring any additional power
electronics components. Regeneration should be avoided the Matrix Converter drive.
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1.2 Matrix Converter Technology
Improvements in power semi-conductor switches over the last two decades have re-
sulted in the development of many structures of AC-AC converters. AC-AC converters
transform a constant frequency AC supply into variable voltage, variable frequency
output required, for example, in adjustable speed drives.
As shown in the figure 1.3, there are two kind of AC-AC converter topologies [3]:
• DC-Link converters (AC-DC-AC)
• Direct AC-AC converters
Figure 1.3: AC-AC Power Converter Topologies
DC-Link converter or AC-DC-AC converter has many advantages so that they are
commercially used in the industries. For example, Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) has
two significant advantages:
1. Voltage supply to the Voltage Source Inverter can be easily controlled
2. As the voltage is to be controlled, the Voltage Source Inverter output wave
shape and its harmonic content are not significantly changed.
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AC-DC-AC converter with DC-Link have the disadvantage of large capacitor or large
inductor in the circuit [4]. Some of the disadvantages of the DC-Link converters are
overcome by direct AC-AC converters such as cycloconverters and Matrix Converters
[4, 5]. In this research the Matrix Converter [6, 7] is considered instead of cyclocon-
verter to avoid some limitations in the cycloconverter [8] such as limitations of its
output frequency.
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1.3 Vector Control in AC drives
DC motors were traditionally used for variable speed drives applications even though
the induction machine has some superior characteristics such as simple construction,
reliability, ruggedness, high eﬃciency and low cost [9] because of the excellent torque
and speed control of the DC motors. In case of a separately excited DC motor, the
commutator makes the armature flux perpendicular (or orthogonal) to the field flux
regardless of the speed of rotation, so the flux and torque can be controlled inde-
pendently by the field and armature current respectively. Hence, the electromagnetic
torque of the DC motor is directly proportional to the armature current and field
flux, as shown in equation 1.1.
T = kφIa (1.1)
where T is the electromagnetic torque, φ is the magnetic flux in the DC motor and Ia
is armature current, k is machine constant. However, DC motors have some disadvan-
tages such as requirement of periodic maintenance of the commutator and brushes.
Furthermore they have limited speed as the armature reaction will become noticeable
at high speeds.
The above problems can be overcome by using AC machines. However, the induction
motor has poor torque and speed response. To overcome this problem in the induction
motors, a new technique called vector control was invented by Blaschke [10] and later
developed by Leonhard [11].
The aim of vector control is to decouple the vectors of armature flux and field current
so that both the field current and the torque are independently controlled and a
torque response can be obtained, in a similar way to the separately excited DC motor.
With the advantages of rapid developments in power electronics, AC drives employing
vector control with induction motors can be seen as economical alternatives to the
adjustable speed DC drives.
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1.4 Regeneration in Power Electronics Converters
Regeneration in drives occurs when mechanical energy (from a motor) is transferred
into electrical energy and fed back to the supply. Under this condition the motor act
as a generator. This section briefly explains how regeneration occurs in the power
electronic converters such as the diode bridge fed Voltage Source Inverter (VSI), the
Back-to-Back VSI, the cycloconverter and the Matrix Converter.
When using a diode bridge fed VSI, regenerative energy is not put back onto the sup-
ply since the diode bridge is a uni-directional circuit [12, 13] and hence bi-directional
power flow is not possible. The conventional dynamic braking method is used to
avoid regeneration in this kind of DC-Link converter as shown in figure 2.2.
When using a back-to-back VSI the regeneration capability is obtained by using a
controlled PWM rectifier instead of a diode bridge rectifier [14]. In this system the
power factor is improved in addition to the advantage bi-directional power flow [15]
as shown in figure 2.3. Whenever regeneration occurs, the energy is fed back to the
supply. With regard to avoiding regeneration, a dynamic braking method can be
used.
The cycloconverter allows power flow in both directions [16] as shown in figure 2.4.
Hence, regeneration of energy back to the supply is the advantage of the cyclocon-
verter. However, the cycloconverter is obsolete in many industries due to its limita-
tions such as its output frequency limit [17].
In the Matrix Converter the regenerative energy is fed back to the supply without re-
quiring any additional power electronics components [18, 19]. With regard to avoiding
regeneration in the Matrix Converter, two novel methods are proposed in this thesis.
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1.5 Scope of this Research
The target of this research work is to investigate the techniques for avoiding regenera-
tion from the Matrix Converter (MC) onto the supply. The avoidance of regeneration
is vital in many aerospace applications such as aircraft surface actuation systems. In
order to avoid regeneration in the Matrix Converter two novel methods are proposed:
• Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method.
• Input Power Clamp (IPC) method.
The Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) for the BDS method consists three bi-
directional switches in series with three resistors which are connected across the input
filter capacitors of each phase. The IPC requires one conventional uncontrolled 6-
pulse rectifier and a Uni-Directional Switch (UDS) in series with a resistor. In order
to detect regeneration in the Matrix Converter two techniques are proposed:
• Power Comparison (PC) technique.
• Input Voltage Reference (IVR) technique.
The simulation results of the both proposed methods show that the Matrix Converter
is a feasible alternative to other topologies for aerospace applications. With regard
to the experimental results the BDS method is used to verify the proposed concept
from the in-built lap prototype Matrix Converter used as a 4 kW induction motor
drive.
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The IPC method is not implemented experimentally because the IPC method is not
suitable for aerospace applications because of the following significant disadvantages
when compared to the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method:
• IPC method requires the electrolytic capacitor in the output side of the three
uncontrolled diode bridge. Hence, the weight and size of the Regeneration
Control Circuit (RCC) for the IPC method is increased.
• Due to absence of the DC-Link, the Matrix Converter can be easily disturbed
by the input voltage fluctuations or abnormal conditions.
• With regard to PCB design, the power circuit of the IPC method is not possible
to include in the same power plane of the Matrix Converter’s PCB. So IPC
method requires additional space when compared to the BDS method.
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1.6 Overview of Thesis Structure
In Chapter 2, a review of Matrix Converter technology is presented. This chapter
includes a section describing the comparison between the Matrix Converter and other
conventional AC-AC topologies. The second section of this chapter describes the
modulation strategies such as the Venturini algorithm, the scalar control algorithm
and Space Vector Modulation (SVM). The final section of this chapter describes the
Matrix Converter construction, which includes the structure of bi-directional switches
and commutation techniques.
In Chapter 3, the open loop operation of the Matrix Converter motor drive is de-
scribed. The concept of indirect filed oriented vector control is introduced in this
chapter. The implementation of vector control to improve the torque response of the
induction motor is also explained.
The proposed methods to avoid the regeneration from a Matrix Converter motor
drive for aerospace applications are discussed in Chapter 4. The second section of
this chapter describes how regeneration occurs in the Matrix Converter and braking
methods for conventional AC-AC converters. Finally, the techniques to detect regen-
eration in the Matrix Converter and the proposed methods for avoiding regeneration
in a Matrix Converter motor drive are investigated.
The simulation analysis of the proposed methods are described in Chapter 5. Simu-
lation results of the two diﬀerent proposed methods are presented. The comparison
between two methods is depicted in the simulation results.
Chapter 6 presents the design and construction of a prototype Matrix Converter. The
design of control circuit and interface circuit for the Matrix Converter motor drive is
discussed in this chapter.
Testing procedures and the experimental results for the BDS method are presented
in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Review of Matrix Converter
Technology
2.1 Introduction
In 1976, the basic principles of Matrix Converter technology were proposed in [5].
This work proposed a direct AC-AC converter with unrestricted output frequency.
Other early papers [6, 7] reported that the converter topology had a maximum voltage
transfer ratio of 0.5 with sinusoidal input and output waveforms. In 1986 [7], this ratio
was improved with the introduction of techniques to give a maximum voltage transfer
ratio of 0.866. A lot of papers discussed diﬀerent schemes for the modulation of the
Matrix Converters [6, 7, 20]. Only a few papers described the potential problems of the
Matrix Converter, such as current commutation between the Bi-Directional Switches
or protection of the Converter under fault conditions. In 1992 semi-soft commutation
[21, 22] for Matrix Converters was proposed using four step commutation strategy.
In 2001 Yaskawa Electric in Japan made Matrix Converters at low power ratings of
5.5 kW and 11 kW. Currently, Yaskawa are developing higher power rated Matrix




Recently, the Matrix Converter has been considered for many commercial, industrial
[24] and aerospace applications, due to the potential advantages.
The first section of this chapter describes the fundamentals of the Matrix Converter.
This section outlines the structure of the Matrix Converter, as well as the special
features of the Converter. The second section of this chapter compares the Matrix
Converter to conventional converters, such as DC-Link converters and other topolo-
gies.
The third section of this chapter describes a range of modulation strategies for the
Matrix Converter, such as the Venturini algorithm, the scalar control algorithm and
Space Vector Modulation (SVM). The final section discusses the construction of the
Matrix Converter. This section outlines the diﬀerent types of bi-directional switches
and current commutation techniques.
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2.2 Fundamentals of the Matrix Converter
This section describes the main components and the significant features of the Matrix
Converter.
2.2.1 Structure of the Matrix Converter





The Matrix Converter is a single stage, direct AC - AC power converter which is
capable of converting an input voltage waveform into a variable output voltage with
unrestricted output frequency, within the limits imposed by the switching frequency.
For three phase systems the Matrix Converter comprises nine bi-directional switches
arranged in 3 x 3 matrix as shown in figure 2.1. The arrangement of bi-directional
switches is such that any of the input phases (A, B, C) can be connected to any of the
output phases (a, b, c) for any switching period of time. The switches are controlled
in such a way that the average output voltage is a sinusoidal waveform of the desired
frequency and amplitude.
Basic Rules :
The Matrix Converter consists of nine bi-directional switches with 29 (512) possible
switching states. However, only twenty seven switching states can be used because
two basic rules have to be followed [19].
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Figure 2.1: The General Structure of the Conventional Matrix Converter
• Two input phases must never be short circuited.
• Due to inductive nature of the load, output phases never be open circuit.
Therefore, each output line must always be connected to an input line. Under these
basic rules, the maximum number of permitted switching states of the Matrix Con-
verter is 27.
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Input Filter :
Even though the Matrix Converter is sometimes referred to as an all silicon solution
for AC - AC power conversion, a small input filter is necessary to reduce the switching
harmonics in the input current [19]. The input filter consists of source inductances
(LA, LB, LC) and line capacitors (CAB, CBC , CAC), as shown in figure 2.1.
Clamp Circuit :
The clamp circuit allows safe operation of the Matrix Converter during abnormal
operating conditions. The clamp circuit connects the input side and output side to a
clamp capacitor through diode bridges, as shown in figure 2.1. The Matrix Converter
connects the load directly to the source (VA, VB, VC) without using any energy storage
elements. There is no natural free wheeling paths in the Matrix Converter. Therefore
a clamp circuit is required to store the inductive energy which may be transferred
from the load in the event of turning oﬀ the converter.
When the switches are all turned oﬀ, the current in the load can suddenly be in-
terrupted. The energy stored in the motor inductance has to be discharged without
creating any dangerous over voltages. The clamp circuit is the most common solution
to avoid these over voltages [25]. The capacitor, Cclamp , is used to store the energy
during these abnormal operating conditions.
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2.2.2 Features of the Matrix Converter
Compared to the other AC - AC converter topologies, the Matrix Converter has the
following significant features [19]:
• Sinusoidal input and output waveforms.
• Unity input Displacement Factor.
• Bi-directional power flow, natural four quadrant operation.
• Potential for compact design due to the lack of dc-link capacitors.
In aerospace applications regeneration onto the power system is not allowed under
current power quality specifications. Therefore this thesis considers techniques for
removing this inherent feature of the converter.
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2.3 Comparison with Conventional AC-AC drives
2.3.1 DC-Link Converters
DC-Link converters are commercially used in industrial applications for adjustable
speed motor drive systems. DC-Link converters are two-stage converters because they
convert the AC supply into a DC voltage, the rectification stage, and then this DC













Figure 2.2: Uncontrolled 6-Pulse Rectifier with PWM Voltage Source Inverter
The regeneration is not possible [12, 26] when the VSI is fed from a uncontrolled
rectifier, as shown in figure 2.2. In order to overcome this limitation the uncontrolled
rectifier can be replaced by a controlled PWM rectifier, as shown in figure 2.3. This
configuration is sometimes called a Back-to-Back VSI and is commercially available
[3].
High switching operation, low dv/dt for power devices and zero voltage switching with
reduced switching losses are the significant advantages of the DC-Link converters. The
large DC-Link capacitors can be a problem in these converters in applications where
volume and weight are important factors [27, 28].












Figure 2.3: Back-to-Back Voltage Source Inverter
2.3.2 Cycloconverters
A cycloconverter is a direct AC - AC power converter which converts an input volt-
age waveform into a variable output voltage with variable frequency [17]. The circuit
diagram for three phase to three phase cycloconverter is shown in figure 2.4. The
cycloconverters are controlled by phase control principle [29, 30] so that forced com-
mutation is not necessary. Producing wide range of output frequencies and natural
commutation are the significant advantages of the cycloconverters [31, 32]. In ad-
dition, the cycloconverters can capable to supply lagging, leading and unity power
factor [33]. This characteristic is similar to synchronous machine characteristic so
that it is suitable to drive synchronous machines which can draw any power factor
current [34].
The disadvantages of cycloconverters are :
• The output frequency of the cycloconverter is limited to 1/3 of the input fre-
quency. If the output frequency is less than 1/3 of the input frequency, the
output voltage is rich in harmonics [35] which leads to low input power factor,
discontinuous current operation and higher switching losses.
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Figure 2.4: Three Phase to Three Phase Cycloconverter
• In order to avoid the circulating current in cycloconverter, a large Inter Group
Reactor (IGR) is required, increasing the volume or size of the converter.
• The higher number of switching devices, especially in a three phase cyclocon-
verter. Three phase cycloconverter requires 36 thyristors [36, 34].
Because of the above reasons, cycloconverters are not attractive in the industry except
in high power applications. The above mentioned disadvantages are overcome by the
conventional Matrix Converter, as discussed in section 2.2.
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2.4 Modulation strategies
This section describes the diﬀerent modulation strategies for the Matrix Converter.
These are the Venturini algorithm, the modified Venturini algorithm, the scalar con-
trol algorithm and the Space Vector Modulation (SVM) strategy.
2.4.1 Venturini Algorithm
The bi-directional switches of a Matrix Converter are connected so that any of the
input phases (A, B, C) can be connected to any of the output phases (a, b, c).
The output voltages of the Matrix Converter are therefore derived directly from the
input voltages. To obtain the switching algorithm of the Matrix Converter, it can be
assumed that the three input phase voltages of the Matrix Converter are balanced





















The target output voltages of the Matrix Converter are given in equation 2.2 for a





















where ωi and ωo are the angular frequencies of input and output voltages of the
Matrix Converter respectively. The relationship between the output voltage (Vo) and
the input voltage (Vi) can be written, as shown in equation 2.3
Vo(t) =M(t).Vi(t) (2.3)
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), is the duty cycle of switch SAa. Ts is the sampling period. The instan-
taneous relationship between the input currents and output currents can be given in

























Where MT is the transpose of the matrix M(t). The duty cycles must satisfy the
following conditions in order to avoid short circuits on the input side of the converter
or open circuit on the output side:
MAa +MBa +MCa = 1
MAb +MBb +MCb = 1
MAc +MBc +MCc = 1
The Venturini algorithm [37] modulates the switches according to the desired output
























































(1 + 2q cos(ωmt+ θ))
where ωm = ωo−ωi, is the modulation frequency, θ is the relative phase of the output
and q is the voltage transfer ratio. The output voltages of Matrix Converter can then
be written as :
Va(t) = MAa VA(t) +MBa VB(t) +MCaVC(t)
Vb(t) = MAb VA(t) +MBb VB(t) +MCbVC(t)
Vc(t) = MAc VA(t) +MBc VB(t) +MCcVC(t)
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with ωm = (ωo + ωi).
Where q is the voltage transfer ratio, ωi and ωo are the input and output frequencies
and φi and φo are the input and output phase displacement angles respectively.
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The solution in (2.7) yields φi = φo giving the same phase displacement at the input
and output of the converter whereas the solution in (2.8) yields φi = −φo giving
reversed phase displacement at the input. Combining the two switching arrangement
provides the means for input displacement factor control.
[M(t)] = α1[M1(t)] + α2[M2(t)] where α1 + α2 = 1 (2.9)
Setting α1 = α2 gives unity input displacement factor regardless of the load dis-
placement factor. Other possibilities exist, through the choice of α1 and α2, to have
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Figure 2.5: Theoretical Waveforms Illustrating the 50 % Voltage Transfer Limit












for β = A,B,C and α = a, b, c (2.10)
The modulation algorithm defined by (2.10) operates such that, during each switching
sequence, the average output voltages (taken over the switching sequence) equal the
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target output voltages [vo(t)]. For this to be possible the target output voltages must
fit within the input voltage envelope for all operating conditions. Using this solution
the maximum value of input to output voltage ratio (q) that the converter can achieve
is 50%, as shown in Figure 2.5. The algorithm (2.10) is ideally suited for real time
implementation of this basic method but is of little practical use because of the 50%
voltage transfer ratio limitation.
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Figure 2.6: Example of Typical Matrix Converter Waveforms
The output waveforms of the matrix converter are formed by selecting each of the in-
put phases in sequence for defined periods of time. Typical waveforms for a relatively
low switching frequency are shown in Figure 2.6.




















Figure 2.7: General Form of Switching Pattern
The output voltage consists of segments made up from the three input voltages. The
input current consists of segments of the three output currents plus blank periods
during which the output current freewheels through the switch matrix. There is
normally a fixed repeat period for the switch sequence, Tseq which is analogous to
the carrier period in conventional PWM. The switching pattern normally follows
something similar to that shown in Figure 2.7. To determine the average behaviour
of the converter at output frequencies well below the switching frequency a modulation
duty cycle can be defined for each switch (eg. MAa(t) =
tAa
Tseq
where tAa refers to the
time for which SAa is ON and Tseq is the sequence time of the PWM pattern). These
continuous time functions can then be used to define and compare the modulation
strategies, as set out in equation 2.5.
The maximum peak-to-peak output voltage should be contained within the contin-
uous envelope of input voltages, as shown in figure 2.5. This condition restricts the
maximum voltage transfer ratio of the Matrix Converter to 0.5 [6]. To overcome this
limitation the modified Venturini algorithm was proposed by Alesina and Venturini
[7].
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2.4.2 Modified Venturini Algorithm
The maximum possible voltage transfer ratio of the Matrix Converter, 0.866, can be
achieved by injecting the third harmonics of the input and output frequencies onto
the target output waveforms [7]. Hence the output target voltages can be allowed to
use the maximum of input voltage envelope, as shown in the figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Theoretical Waveforms Illustrating 87 % Voltage Transfer Limit
The injection of the third harmonic does not aﬀect the operation of the load since
there is no neutral connection between the supply and the load.
The target output phase voltages (Voα) become :







where ψα= 0, 2π/3, 4π/3; corresponding to output phases (a, b, c) respectively.
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where ψβ : 0, 2π/3, 4π/3 corresponding to input phases (A, B, C) respectively, qm
is the maximum voltage ratio (0.866), q is the required voltage transfer ratio, Vim is
the input voltage vector magnitude and Ts is the sampling period.
2.4.3 Scalar Modulation Algorithm
The scalar modulation algorithm is based on the instantaneous ratio of measured
input phase voltages to calculate the duty cycles of the bi-directional switches in the
Matrix Converter as proposed in [38] and [39].
According to this algorithm, two basic rules must be followed :
• Subscript Z is assigned to the input phase which has a diﬀerent polarity to the
other input phases.
• Subscripts X and Y are assigned to the same polarity input phases. The absolute
value of Y is greater than X.
Equation 2.13 gives the average value of output phase voltage,
Voα = Vomcos(ωot) (2.13)
where α= 0, 2π/3, 4π/3, corresponding to the output phases (a, b, c) respectively.





[MXVX +MY VY +MZVZ ] = Vomcos(ωot) (2.14)
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where Ts = MX +MY +MZ







MZ = Ts − (MY +MX)
(2.15)
As shown in equation 2.15, the scalar modulation algorithm depends on the scalar
value of the instantaneous input phase voltages. The scalar algorithm is capable of
operating the Matrix Converter with the maximum voltage transfer ratio of 0.866.
Again, common-mode addition is used with the target output voltages Voα to achieve
87% voltage ratio capability. Despite the apparent diﬀerences, this method yields
virtually identical switch timings to the optimum Venturini method. Expressed in




















for β = A,B,C respectively
(2.16)




), 2.12 and 2.16 are identical. The only diﬀerence
between the methods is that the right most term is used in conjunction with q in the
Venturini method and is fixed at its maximum value in the scalar method. In practice
the eﬀect on output voltage is negligible.
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2.4.4 Space Vector Modulation
The space vector modulation method (SVM) is well known in conventional PWM
inverters and has its roots in the space phasor method of representing and analysing
3-phase machines. This method of analysis is particularly popular with researchers
in the area of field orientated (or vector) control since it allows visualization of the
spatial and time relationships between the resultant current and flux vectors (or space
phasors) in various reference frames. SVM was first used with matrix converters in
[40] where this new PWM control technique for Matrix Converters was introduced
based on the space vector representation of the voltages.
2.4.4.1 Space Phasors
The voltage space phasor of the target output voltages is defined, in terms of the line





(vab + avbc + a
2vca) where a = e
j2pi/3 (2.17)
On an Argand diagram, multiplication by a corresponds to ‘a’ rotation of 120◦ and ‘a2’
by 240◦. On the same diagram,
−→
Vo(t) is a vector of constant length (qVim
√
3) rotating
at frequency ωo. The basis of the space vector modulation is that the possible output
voltages for the converter (for each permissible switching state) are expressed in the
same form as 2.17. At each sampling instant, the position of
−→
Vo(t) is compared with
the possible vectors and the desired output voltage is synthesised by time averaging
(within the switching interval) between adjacent vectors to give the correct mean
voltage. This is a relatively simple process for a conventional DC link inverter since
there are only eight possible switching states. Two of these give zero volts (termed
zero vectors) and the others are at the vertices of a regular hexagon. The locations
and length of the possible output space vectors are fixed in the case of a DC link
inverter. The situation with a Matrix Converter is more complex since there are
twenty seven possible switching states and the input voltages are time varying.
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2.4.4.2 Matrix Converter Output Space Phasors
The 27 possible switching states for a 3-phase to 3-phase Matrix Converter together
with the resulting output voltages are tabulated in Table 2.1.
From this table, the output voltage states may be split into three groups:
Group I Each output line is connected to a diﬀerent input line
– constant amplitude, rotating (in either direction) at the supply angular fre-
quency
Group II Two output lines are connected to a common input line, the remaining
output line is connected to one of the other two input lines
– varying amplitude, fixed position occupying one of 6 positions regularly spaced
60◦ apart.
Group III All output lines are connected to the same input line
– zero amplitude at the origin
2.4.4.3 Selection of Switching States
The method used to select the vectors to produce the desired output voltage at each
sampling instant is not unique. A simple method is described here. Other more
complex methods, giving better performance are possible [41] but the underlying
concept is the same.
The rotating vectors of Group I are not used. Group II vectors are split into three
sub-groups as shown in Table 2.1. The six states in each sub-group produce a space
phasor along a defined direction. For the three sub-groups the directions are mutually
displaced by 120◦. The amplitude and polarity of the space phasor along the defined
direction depends on which of the line to line voltages is used. This yields the hexagon
of possible vectors, as shown in figure 2.9. For example, subgroup IIa can produce
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Group Output phase Output line to
voltages line voltages
va vb vc vab vbc vca
vA vB vC vAB vBC vCA
vA vC vB −vCA −vBC −vAB
I vB vA vC −vAB −vCA −vBC
vB vC vA vBC −vCA vAB
vC vA vB vCA vAB vBC
vC vB vA −vBC −vAB −vCA
vA vA vB 0 vAB −vAB
vA vA vC 0 −vCA vCA
IIa vB vB vA 0 −vAB vAB
vB vB vC 0 vBC −vBC
vC vC vA 0 vCA −vCA
vC vC vB 0 −vBC vBC
vB vA vA −vAB 0 vAB
vC vA vA vCA 0 −vCA
IIb vA vB vB vAB 0 −vAB
vC vB vB −vBC 0 vBC
vA vC vC −vCA 0 vCA
vB vC vC vBC 0 −vBC
vA vB vA vAB −vAB 0
vA vC vA −vCA vCA 0
IIc vB vA vB −vAB vAB 0
vB vC vB vBC −vBC 0
vC vA vC vCA −vCA 0
vC vB vC −vBC vBC 0
vA vA vA 0 0 0
III vB vB vB 0 0 0
vC vC vC 0 0 0
Table 2.1: Switching states for a 3-phase to 3-phase matrix converter












vca= 0 Grp IIc
vca= 0 Grp IIc
vbc= 0 Grp IIb
vab= 0 Grp IIa
vab= 0 Grp IIa
vbc= 0 Grp IIb
Figure 2.9: Output voltage space vectors
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vector 1 or 4. A number of switching states will produce each of these vectors but at
any instant in time only one choice of switching state (for each vector) will maximize
the length of the vector. This occurs when the input line to line voltage that is
selected is the one with the maximum amplitude and the output therefore follows the
rectified envelope of the input voltages, as shown in figure 2.8.
For example, consider a time when vab is the most positive line to line voltage. Select-
ing the first state in subgroup IIa will produce a maximum length vector in direction
1 – selecting the third state in subgroup IIa will produce a vector in direction 4. Sim-
ilarly, selecting the first state in subgroup IIb will produce a maximum length vector
in direction 3 and so on. Only the maximum length vectors in each of the directions
1 to 6 are used in this simple example. The length of these vectors is 2√
3
Venv where
Venv is the instantaneous value of the rectified envelope.
To determine the modulation times, the position and length of the desired output
voltage vector,
−→
Vo(t), is determined at the start of the sampling interval (Tseq). The
correct output voltage is then synthesised by switching between the two adjacent
maximum length vectors from group II and one or more of the zero vectors from
group III. For example, consider a time when
−→
Vo(t) lies in the sextant between vector
1 and vector 6 as shown, in figure 2.10.
−→
Vo(t) is generated from a weighted sum of
the 1 and 6 vectors. The weighting is achieved through time averaging by choosing
the time spent in vector 1 (t1) and vector 6 (t6) during the switching sequence. From




































t0 = Tseq − (t1 + t6) (2.20)
where t0 is the time spent in the zero vector.














Figure 2.10: Synthesis of output voltage space phasor
There is no unique way in which the times (t1, t6, t0) have to be distributed within
the switching sequence. A method suggested by some authors is to arrange them





Figure 2.11: Possible way of allocating states within the switching sequence
several variations of the space vector modulation method have been proposed. These
more sophisticated methods take into account the desired input current direction
making it possible to draw sinusoidal input currents with controllable displacement
factor.
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2.5 Converter Construction
This section describes the diﬀerent configurations which can be used for the bi-
directional switches needed in a Matrix Converter.
2.5.1 Structure of Bi-Directional Switches
As mentioned in section 2.2, the realization of the Matrix Converter requires a bi-
directional switch which is capable of blocking voltage and conducting current in both
directions. Since no such device is available the switch has to be constructed using
discrete semiconductor switching devices [42].
2.5.1.1 Diode Embedded Bi-Directional Switch
The diode embedded bi-directional switch consists of a single IGBT switch and a diode
bridge, as shown in figure 2.12 [19]. The main advantage of this bi-directional switch
Figure 2.12: Diode Embedded Bi-Directional Switch
is the simple configuration when compared to other bi-directional switch structures
and requires only one active (uni-directional) controlled switching device.
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The main disadvantage of the configuration is the high conduction loss due to the
conduction of three devices in the current conduction path through the switch.
2.5.1.2 Common Emitter Bi-Directional Switch
The common emitter bi-directional switch configuration is formed from two IGBTs
connected in back to back in such a way that they form a common emitter mode and
two anti parallel diodes which have inherent reverse blocking capability, as shown in
figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Common Emitter Bi-Directional Switch
The advantages of this configuration are :
• The direction of current through the switch is controllable.
• Lower conduction losses when compared to the diode embedded bi-directional
switch because only two devices are conducing at any given time.
The disadvantage of this configuration is that more gate drive power supplies are
required when compared to common collector bi-directional switch. Each common
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emitter bi-directional switch requires individual isolated power supply for their gate
drives.
2.5.1.3 Common Collector Bi-Directional Switch
The common collector bi-directional switch configuration is similar to common emitter
configuration. The common collector configuration is obtained by using two IGBTs
with two anti parallel diodes, as shown in figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: Common Collector Bi-Directional Switch
The advantages of this configuration are :
• The direction of current through the active switching devices can be controlled.
• The conduction losses are the same as common emitter bi-directional switch.
The significant advantage of the common collector configuration is that only six iso-
lated power supplies are needed to supply the gate drive signals. This is possible if
the inductance between the devices sharing the same isolated power supply is low
which is the case for matrix converter modules where all the bi-directional switches
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are integrated in one package [43]. Therefore at higher power converters it is desirable
to package the IGBTs into individual bi-directional switches or complete output legs.
Hence the common emitter configuration is usually preferred for higher power levels
[42].
2.5.1.4 Reverse Blocking IGBTs Bi-Directional Switch
The two anti-parallel diodes are not necessary, as in the case of common emitter
or common collector configurations, if the switching devices have a inherent reverse
voltage blocking capability. It is possible to build the bi-directional switches by
simply placing two reverse blocking, switching devices in anti-parallel, as shown in
figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15: Reverse blocking IGBT Bi-Directional Switch
The advantage of this configuration is that the conduction loss is lower when compared
to other bi-directional switch configurations. The disadvantage of this configuration is
that in practical, the IGBT has poor reverse recovery characteristics which increases
the switching losses, hence the overall system eﬃciency is decreased.
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2.5.2 Commutation Techniques
Achieving proper commutation between the switches in the Matrix Converter is not
straight forward when compared to conventional converters such as Voltage Source
Inverter (VSI) and Current Source Inverter (CSI) because the absence of inherent
freewheeling paths in the Matrix Converter. The commutation is restricted to two
basic rules [19]. This can be visualized by considering just two switches on one output
line of the Matrix Converter. It is important that no two bi-directional switches are
turn-on at any one time, as shown in figure 2.16(a). This would result in line-to-
(a) Short circuit of capacitive input (b) Open circuit of inductive load
Figure 2.16: Baisc rules for safe operation of the Matrix Converter
line short circuits and the destruction of the Matrix Converter due to over current.
The bi-directional switches for each output phase should not all be turned oﬀ at any
point in time, as shown in figure 2.16(b). This would result in the absence of a path
for the inductive load current, causing large over-voltages. These two considerations
cause a conflict since semiconductor devices cannot be switched instantaneously due
to propagation delays and finite switching times.
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2.5.2.1 Dead Time Commutation
In conventional converters such as VSI and CSI, a dead time commutation method is
commonly used. Due to the presence of freewheeling paths provided by anti-parallel
diodes, the load current freewheels through the anti-parallel diodes during the dead
time period. Since there is no freewheeling paths in the Matrix Converter the load
is open circuited during the dead time period. This would cause large over voltage
spikes across the switches leading to distraction of the converter. In order to avoid
this distraction snubbers are used to provide a path for the load current during the
dead time period [44, 45].
The disadvantages of dead time commutation is that the snubbers are very diﬃcult
to design and increase the size of power circuit of the Matrix Converter.
2.5.2.2 Multi-Step Current Commutation
To create a reliable method of the current commutation, which obeys the basic rules,
the fact that direction of current flow through the bi-directional switches can be
controlled is used. To implement these strategies the bi-directional switches must be
designed in such a way as to allow this direction of current flow to be controlled.
A schematic of a two phase to single phase Matrix Converter is shown in figure 2.17
to explain the multi-step commutation strategy. The following explanation assumes
that the load current is in the direction shown and that the upper bi-directional
switch (SA) is closed. When a commutation to SB is required, the current direction
is used to determine which device in the active switch is not conducting. This device
is then turned oﬀ, Q2 in this example. The device that will conduct the current in
the incoming switch is then gated, Q3 in this example. The load current transfers to
the incoming device either at this point or when the outgoing device, Q1, is turned
oﬀ depending on the polarity of the line to line input voltage. The remaining device
in the incoming switch, Q4, is turned on to allow for current reversals. This process
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Figure 2.18: Timing diagram for four-step current commutation between two switches
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is shown as a timing diagram in figure 2.18, the delay added between each switching
event is determined by the device and gate drive characteristics.
This current commutation technique relies on a knowledge of the output current
direction. This current direction can be diﬃcult to reliably determine, especially at
low current levels in high power drives. To avoid this problem a technique for using
the voltage across the bi-directional switch to determine the current direction has
been developed [46]. This technique provides reliable current commutation using an
intelligent gate drive circuit which controls the firing of the IGBTs and detects the
direction of current flow within the bidirectional switch cell. The current direction
information calculated by the active gate drive is passed to all of the other gate drivers
on the same output leg. In this way all the gate drivers contribute to operate a safe
commutation.
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2.6 Avoiding Regeneration in Traditional Power
Converter Topologies
This section briefly explains the conventional method for avoiding regeneration in the
traditional (DC-Link) power converters such as uncontrolled front-end diode bridge
fed Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) and Back-to-Back VSI. The conventional method
[47, 48] is the Dynamic Braking method
2.6.1 Dynamic Braking Method for Diode Bridge fed V SIs
In this system, the regenerative energy is not put back onto the main bus since the
diode bridge is a uni-directional circuit [12, 13] and hence bi-directional power flow
is not possible. The main disadvantage of this kind of DC-Link converter are the
harmonics in the input current [49]. The conventional dynamic braking method is
used to avoid regeneration in this kind of traditional DC-Link converter, as shown in
the figure 2.19.
Figure 2.19: Dynamic Braking Circuit for a Diode Bridge fed VSI
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In the dynamic braking method, the voltage across the DC-Link capacitor is mon-
itored. If this voltage rises above a set value, the switch can be turned ON and
connects the resistor across DC-Link, dissipating the regenerative energy. The signif-
icant advantage of this method is the low requirement for additional hardware.
2.6.2 Dynamic Braking Method with a Back-to-Back VSI
The procedure for dynamic braking in Back-to-Back VSI is similar to dynamic braking
in uncontrolled front-end diode bridge fed VSI. A controlled Uni-Directional Switch
(UDS) with a series resistor can be used to absorb energy during the regeneration
and dissipate this energy in the form of heat, as shown in the figure 2.20. To obtain
the dynamic braking detecting the regeneration in the system is important. The sign
of output power and the magnitude of the input line voltage of the Matrix Converter
is used to detect the regeneration.
Figure 2.20: Overview of a Dynamic Braking Circuit for a Back-to-Back VSI
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2.7 Conclusions
An overview of Matrix Converter technology has been presented. Even though the
Matrix Converter has been described as a all silicon solution, it requires an input
filter to reduce the switching frequency harmonics. The size of the Matrix Converter
can be increased if this input filter is not properly designed. Some special features of
the Matrix Converter have been discussed :
• Inherent regenerative capability.
• Compact size due to absence of DC-Link energy storage components.
Based on the above features, it is concluded that the Matrix Converter is an good al-
ternative to the conventional AC-DC-AC topologies. The maximum voltage transfer
ratio of the Matrix Converter is limited to 0.866 ( 86.6 %) therefore the circuit has
not been considered for standard industrial applications. If the Matrix Converter is
used with a non-standard machines (the rating of machine is designed according to
maximum voltage transfer ratio of the Matrix Converter) then the limitation in the
voltage transfer ratio of the Matrix Converter is not considered as disadvantage. The
comparison between the Matrix Converter and the conventional AC-DC-AC topolo-
gies has been discussed, as summarised on Table 2.2.
AC-AC No. of DC-Link 4-Quadrant Input
Topologies switching energy operation current
devices storage
Diode Bridge VSI 6 Yes No Poor-Sine
Back to Back VSI 12 Yes Yes Good-Sine
Cycloconverter 36 No Yes Non-Sine
Matrix Converter 18 No Yes Good-Sine
Table 2.2: Summary of Comparison between the Matrix Converter and other topolo-
gies
Techniques for the construction of the Matrix Converter, such as the bi-directional
switch configurations and the commutation techniques, have been explained in the
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section 2.5. The common emitter bi-directional switches is preferred to the other
bi-directional switch configurations because it is suitable for high power applications.
With regard to current commutation technique, the 4-step commutation is used in
this application [50].
The current direction based, four step commutation technique has the advantage
that it is easier to handle the commutation failures than in a voltage direction based
strategies. The reason is that failure to correctly commutate in a current direction





In this chapter the open loop conventional V olts/Hertz control and closed loop indi-
rect vector control of induction motors is discussed. V olts/Hertz controlled induction
motor drives are commonly used in many applications because motor speed control
can be easily achieved. However, constant V olts/Hertz control is still challenging to
implement in low speed range because of the stator resistance voltage drop. Even
though many compensation methods have been proposed [51, 52, 53], stator resis-
tance drop in low speed range is a disadvantage of conventional V olts/Hertz control.
In addition, the accuracy of speed response is a significant problem under transient
load. For simple applications such as pumps and fans where the load is predictable
and high dynamic performance is not required, V olts/Hertz control can be used
[54]. V olts/Hertz control is not suitable for applications which require high dynamic
performance.
In order to achieve high dynamic performance in an induction motor drive application
vector control is often applied [10]. Vector control makes the AC drive behave in an
equivalent way to DC drives by independently controlling flux and torque in the
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motor. This section includes the theoretical design of speed and current controllers
as well as the mathematical calculation of rotor time constant for the application of
a Matrix Converter drives.
3.2 Open Loop Motor Control
This section describes the concept of constant V olts/Hertz motor speed control and
considers the advantages and disadvantages of this form of control.
3.2.1 V olts/Hertz Control
The synchronous speed and rotor speed of an induction motor can be found by using
equations 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. From 3.1 and 3.2, there are two possible ways to
change the speed of induction motor:
1. changing the motor slip





nr = ns(1− slip) (3.2)
Where, ns is the Synchronous speed of the induction motor, fm is the supply fre-
quency, P is number of poles. nr is the rotor speed of the induction motor. slip
is defined as the diﬀerence between the synchronous speed (ns) and the rotor speed
(nr).
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V olts/Hertz motor control is a type of motor control that has a goal of keeping the
air-gap flux (φ) constant by controlling stator voltage (V) and stator frequency (f) so
that the ratio between them is constant. In the low speed range the frequency and the
stator voltage approach zero. This low voltage will be seen across the stator resistance
so the air-gap flux (φ) will not be maintained at the required level, consequently the
maximum available torque will decrease.
Figure 3.1: Conventional V olts/Hertz Control
In order to compensate for the stator resistance voltage drop it is necessary to boost
the stator voltage, as shown in figure 3.1. In the low speed range this compensation
of voltage drop is necessary to prevent a decrease in the maximum available motor
torque [52]. Simple design and low cost are the advantages of constant V olts/Hertz
control. Poor dynamic response is the significant disadvantage of V olts/Hertz con-
trol. Therefore, V olts/Hertz control is not used in applications where high dynamic
performance of a motor drive is required.
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3.3 Closed Loop Control : Application of Vector
Control
The principal aim of vector control is to independently control the flux and torque
in the induction motor, in a similar way to the control of a separately excited DC
machine. To achieve independent control of the flux and torque, the direct axis (d
axis) is aligned to a rotor flux vector (Ψr), as discussed in section 3.3.1.
3.3.1 The Principle of Indirect Field Orientation
In AC induction motors, the three phase currents that electrically displaced by 120
◦ are applied to the three stationary stator coils of the motor. The resulting flux in
the stator coils induces alternating currents in the conductors of the rotor to create
a magnetic field. Due to inherent coupling eﬀect between the filed and armature
current, the sluggish control response is obtained [55, 56, 57].
Unlike the separately excited DC motor the rotor currents in an induction motor
are not controlled from the external source. The rotor currents are derived from the
stator flux interaction with the rotor.
Figure 3.2: DC motor with inherent vector control
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Vector control of an induction motor is equivalent to the control of the separately
excited DC motor as shown in the figure 3.2. Figure 3.2 shows that the field flux
produced by the field current (if ) is perpendicular to the armature flux produced by
the armature current (ia). The dynamic equation for the field circuit of the separately
excited motor are given in the equation 3.3 and the equation for defining the developed
torque in the DC motor is given in equation 3.4
Lfd
Rfdt




Te ∝ iaif (3.4)
Where, Te is electrical torque developed by the DC motor. The ia and if fields
are inherently decoupled (or independent), so it is possible to control the torque by
controlling the armature current and keeping the field constant. Similarly, in order to
get fast torque response in the induction motor, vector control is used to decouple the
armature current (or torque producing current) and field current (or flux producing
current).
Figure 3.3: Vector Control Analogy with DC Motor
Induction motor synchronous frame currents are orthogonal and analogous to the
DC motor currents (ia and if). The vector control analogy with DC motor is de-
picted in the figure 3.3. To obtain the decoupling between induction motor currents
some waveform transformations to the stationary and rotating reference frames are
required.
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3.3.2 Two Phase Transformation
This section describes a transformation that can be used to convert three phase
quantities into a stationary frame. In order to get the two phase transformation,
consider the general case of a three phase set of sinusoidal quantities xa, xb and xc.
Assume these three phase sinusoidal quantities are balanced so that the vector sum of
the quantities is zero. Figure 3.4 shows the two phase transformation using a phasor
vector diagram. The complex vector form of three phase quantities is given in the
equation 3.5
−→x = xa + axb + a2xc where a = ej2pi/3 (3.5)
Figure 3.4: Three Phase into Stationary Frame Transformation
The vector sum of three phase quantities is zero in a balanced three phase system as
defined in the equation 3.6
xa + xb + xc = 0 (3.6)
However, space vectors are not restricted to sinusoidal variation in time at constant
frequency. The instantaneous values of three phase quantities are transformed into














xα(t), xβ(t) are time varying quadrature values as viewed from the reference of the
three phase quantities. Using this technique the three phase stator currents of an
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induction motor (ia, ib, ic) can be transformed into stationary frame (isα(t) and
isβ(t)). This transformation of the currents can be realized by substituting the x = is
in the above equations. The equivalent complex stator current vector (
−→
i s) becomes,
as represented in the equation 3.9
−→
i s = ias + aibs + a
2ics where a = e
j2pi/3 (3.9)
For a balanced system, the vector sum of three phase currents is zero as shown in the
equation 3.10
ias + ibs + ics = 0 (3.10)
The instantaneous values of three phase stator currents are transformed into station-














From the two phase transformation, the rotating reference frame transformation is
derived using rotor flux angle (λ). The rotating reference frame transformation and
calculation of rotor flux angle is explained in the section 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 respectively.
3.3.3 Stationary Frame to Rotating Reference Frame Trans-
formation
This section explains how to derive the rotating reference frame from the stationary
frame. As shown in the figure 3.5, the factor ’y’ represents the angle between the
stationary frame and rotating reference frame. The factor ’y’ is used to obtain the ro-
tating reference frame (xd(t) and xq(t)) from the stationary frame can be represented
in the equations 3.13 and 3.14,
xd(t) = xα(t) cos y + xβ(t) sin y (3.13)
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Figure 3.5: The Stationary Frame to Rotating Reference Frame Transformation
xq(t) = −xα(t) sin y + xβ(t) cos y (3.14)
xd(t) and xq(t) are the quadrature quantities transformed into the rotating reference
frame. Both are considered as ’dc’ quantities under steady state conditions.
Figure 3.6: Graph for Time Domain Analysis for Two Phase Transformation
isd(t) = isα(t) cosλ+ isβ(t) sinλ (3.15)
isq(t) = −isα(t) sin λ+ isβ(t) cos λ (3.16)
The stationary frame of stator currents of an induction motor are transformed into
rotating frame transformation by substituting x = is and y = λ in the above equations
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3.15 and 3.16. For example, in general case, if ’y’ = 30 ◦, the resulting waveforms for
xα(t), xβ(t), xd(t) and xq(t) are graphically shown in the figure 3.6.
In this application, ’y’ is analogous to the λ (rotor flux angle). The resulting rotating
reference frame isd(t) and isq(t) can be represented in the equations 3.15 and 3.16.
3.3.4 The Rotor Flux Angle (λ)
There are two methods for finding rotor flux angle (λ), required by the transforms
described above. These two methods lead to two vector control schemes:
• Direct Vector Control [58]
• Indirect Vector Control [59]
3.3.4.1 Direct Measurement
This section describes the principle of the direct vector control with respect to finding
the rotor flux angle (λ). In direct vector control the rotor flux angle (λ) is obtained
by directly measuring the air-gap flux for example by mounting hall eﬀect sensors
with in the air-gap of the machine. The air-gap flux linkages (Ψoα, Ψoβ) can then be
obtained from these hall eﬀect sensors, which are arranged in electrical quadrature,
as shown in figure 3.7.
From these measurements the rotor flux linkages (Ψrα, Ψrβ) can be calculated, as
shown in equations 3.17 and 3.18 respectively. Rotor flux linkages are referred to the
stator stationary frame (isα, isβ), as explained in section 3.3.2.
Ψrα = (1 + σr)Ψoα − Loisα (3.17)
Ψrβ = (1 + σr)Ψoβ − Loisβ (3.18)
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, σr is Leakage co-eﬃcient, Lr is rotor inductance and Lo is Mutual
inductance.





The advantage of direct vector control is that the implementation is not dependent
on a knowledge of the machine parameters [59, 60]. It might be possible to use direct
vector control for high performance drives, but:
• At low speeds direct vector control is susceptible to noise.
• The need for hall sensors or search coils increases the diﬃculty of hardware im-
plementation and installation cost. These sensors can be aﬀected by mechanical
vibrations and the temperature of the operating environment [59].
Therefore, direct vector control is not commonly used in motor drives for industrial
applications.
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3.3.4.2 Indirect Measurement
The concept of indirect vector control is that rotor flux position is estimated instead
of directly measured. This form of vector control has also been called slip frequency
control because the instantaneous rotor flux angle (λ) depends on the slip frequency
(ωsl) and the measured shaft speed (ωre) as shown in figure 3.8. This form of vector
control is the most popular and is widely accepted in industrial applications because
of the absence of instantaneous rotor flux position sensors [9].
Figure 3.8: Calculation of rotor flux angle in direct vector Control
Equation 3.20 shows the derivation of the slip frequency (ωsl) from the reference
dq-axis currents (i∗sd, i
∗





As shown in equation 3.21, the electrical frequency (ωe) is obtained by adding slip
frequency with the measured shaft speed (ωre) in electrical rad/sec. ωre is derived
from mechanical speed (ωrm) of the motor and number of poles (P) in the motor, as
shown in figure 3.8.
ωe = ωre + ωsl (3.21)




The rotor flux angle (λ) is obtained by integration of electrical frequency (ωe), as
shown in equation 3.22. Indirect field orientation is maintained regardless of the
rotational speed of the motor. Therefore it is possible to use indirect vector control
when the motor is at stand still.
The advantages of Indirect Vector Control are that :
1. Even in low speed operation the excellent dynamic response can be obtained.
2. The method is suitable for high performance applications, where good speed
and torque response are required [61].
The disadvantages of Indirect Vector Control are that :
1. The performance of indirect vector control is dependent on the correct identifi-
cation of the motor parameters [58].
2. The reliance of an accurate measurement of the rotor position [62].
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3.3.5 Vector Control
The concept of the indirect field oriented vector control is depicted in the figure 3.9.
The rotating reference frame is rotating at synchronous angular velocity (ωe). This
reference frame allows the 3-phase currents to be viewed as two ’dc’ quantities under
steady state conditions. The direct axis or real axis component is responsible for
the field producing current (isd) and is ideally maintained constant up to the motor
synchronous speed. If d-axis is aligned with rotor flux vector (Ψr) and the system is
said to be field oriented. The q-axis component is responsible for torque producing
current (isq). These two vectors are orthogonal to each other so that the field current
and torque current can be controlled independently.
Figure 3.9: Field Orientation: Ψr is aligned with d-axis
The dq-model of induction motor dynamic equations is used to drive the field oriented
vector control algorithm. The dynamic equation terms such as Rs, Ls, Rr and Lr are
described using per phase equivalent circuit of an induction motor as shown in the
figure 3.10. Equations 3.23 and 3.24 are called stator equations.
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Figure 3.10: Per Phase Equivalent Circuit of an Induction Motor
Vsd = Rsisd + σLs
d
dt









Vsq = Rsisq + σLs
d
dt









These equations are derived from the rotating reference frame of the induction mo-
tor model. With regard to indirect rotor field orientation, the stator equations are





















Rrisq − ωslψrd (3.26)
In order to obtain the field orientation, d-axis is made aligned with the rotor flux
vector (ψr) by substituting ψrq = 0 in above rotor equations so that ψrd = ψr as
shown in the figure 3.9. The simplified equations 3.27 and 3.28 can be framed, these













Rrisq − ωslψrd (3.28)
Vector control theory is derived from equations 3.27 and 3.28 by substituting ψrd =
Loimrd. Here, imrd is called the equivalent magnetising current. Further, it can always
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be assumed that imrd = isd = i
∗
sd because field weakening mode is not considered in




imrd + imrd = isd (3.29)
Equation 3.28 becomes equation 3.30 and is called as vector control constraint equa-
tion. This equation shows that the motor slip is directly proportional to the torque





since imrd = isd = i
∗










The rotor flux angle (λ ) depends up on slip gain constant (τr), which is defined as
the ratio between the rotor inductance (Lr) and the rotor resistance (Rr) as shown
in equation 3.32. In order to obtain good performance indirect field oriented vector
control the value of τr must be accurate.
Equations 3.29 and 3.30 are common to both direct vector control and indirect vector
control. The diﬀerence is the way of measuring flux as explained in the section 3.3.4.
















then equation 3.33 becomes equation 3.34. This equation
shows that under a constant field current (isd), the electromagnetic torque is directly
proportional to the torque current (isq).
Te = kLoisdisq (3.34)
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Figure 3.11: Closed Loop Indirect Field Oriented Vector Control Scheme
To obtain the stable operation, the reference voltages for space vector modulation
are derived from output of speed and current control loops. The output of the speed
controller (i∗sq) is considered as reference for isq because this value defines the torque
produced by the motor. In case of current loop, a calculated constant value (60 % of
the no load current) is used as a reference for the field producing current (i∗sd). Design
of speed controller and current controllers will be discussed in the section 3.3.5.1 and
3.3.5.2 respectively. The outputs of the faster current controllers are summed with
voltage compensation terms which are derived from the stator equations 3.23 and
3.24. Finally, the stator reference quantities are obtained from 2/3 transformation as
shown in the figure 3.11.
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3.3.5.1 Speed Control Design
The block diagram of the speed controller is shown in the figure 3.12. The slower
outer speed loop includes a PI controller, torque producing current (i∗sq) limiter, torque
constant (kt) and mechanical parameters of the machine. The motor time constant
(τm) is defined as ratio between moment of Inertia (J) and Friction co-eﬃcient (B).
The PI controller generates i∗sq from the speed error. The speed error is the diﬀerence
between the actual speed and reference speed as shown in figure 3.12. In this project
i∗sq is limited to 5.0 Amps for running the induction motor in safe mode. For this
application, a prototype is operated at half of the rated speed so that the i∗sq is limited
to 60% (5.0 Amps) of the rated value of i∗sq .









The unknown torque constant (kt) is calculated using equation 3.35, where it is re-
lating i∗sq to electrical torque developed by the motor. The bandwidth of the speed
controller is normally in the range from 2Hz to 20Hz. In this project, PI values of
ks = 0.1, as = 9.0, are used, giving a bandwidth of 2Hz because the calculated slip of
the induction motor is 4% (0.04 ∗ 50Hz = 2Hz) . For this application damping ratio
(ζ) of 0.707 is used. The PI controller values are designed by using the second order
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equation (s2 + 2ζω2ns + ω
2
n) and the closed loop transfer function of the system. In
order to avoid noise in the speed measurement signals from incremental encoder as
shown in figure 3.11, a small digital filter is used.
3.3.5.2 Current Loop Control Design
The inner, faster current controllers have a much higher bandwidth than outer speed
controller. In this application bandwidth of 100Hz and a damping ratio (ζ) of 0.707.
The bandwidth of the current controller must be at least much faster than the speed
controller to ensure that the current control tracks the output of the speed loop.
An identical controller is used to maintain the field producing current (isd). The
Figure 3.13: Current Controller Design Scheme
schematic of dq-controllers design is shown in figure 3.13. The faster inner current
loop includes a PI controller, v∗sq limiter and electrical parameters of the machine.
The armature time constant τs is defined as the ratio between the motor leakage
co-eﬃcient (σLs) and the rotor resistance (Rs).
The motor leakage co-eﬃcient (σLs) can be calculated from self inductance of stator
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The calculation of σLs is depends on the assumption of variation in the motor in-
ductive parameters and the rotor resistance. In order to avoid noise in current mea-
surement first order filter is used. This filter is called as Anti-Aliasing filter. The
purpose of Anti-Aliasing filter is to avoid the over lap of the measured signals. In this
application, the cut-oﬀ frequency of the filter is equivalent to half of the sampling
frequency of the Matrix Converter.
The outputs of the current controllers are used as a reference for the converter output
voltages (vsd and vsq) which are limited to the maximum line to line output voltage
of the Matrix Converter. In this application, PI values of kdq = 35.0 and adq = 600.0
are used for the current controllers.
3.3.5.3 Voltage Compensation Terms
In order to compensate the resistive voltage drop, the value of compensation voltages
are added with the output of the current controllers. This voltage compensation can
improve the performance of the current control loops. The compensations terms are
derived from the stator equations 3.23 and 3.24.







The compensation voltage terms are described in equations 3.37 and 3.38. The sum-
mation of both controller output and compensation terms generates the reference
voltages v∗sd and v
∗
sq for the Matrix Converter. For experimental analysis 250V is used
as a limit for dq-reference voltages both v∗sd and v
∗
sq. The dq-reference voltages are
transformed to the stationary reference frame in two steps, as explained in the next
section.
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3.3.6 Rotating Reference Frame to Stationary Frame Trans-
formation
This section describes the general transformation to obtain stationary reference frame
variables from rotating reference frame variables. By using this general transformation
the real stationary quadrature voltages with reference to the stator angle can be
obtained.
The rotating reference frame quantities xd(t) and xq(t) are transformed into stationary
frame quantities xα(t) and xβ(t). The transformation is carried out by using the factor
’y’ as shown in figure 3.14. The factor ’y’ represents the angle between the stationary
frame and the rotating reference frame.
Figure 3.14: Rotating Reference Frame to Stationary Frame Transformation
xα(t) = xd(t) cos y − xq(t) sin y (3.39)
xβ(t) = xd(t) sin y + xq(t) cos y (3.40)
The stationary frame quantities are given in the equations 3.39 and 3.40. This trans-
formation is equivalent to the ejλ in the figure 3.11.
vsα = v
∗





sq cos λ (3.42)
Similarly, the stationary frame voltages (vsα and vsβ) for Matrix Converter modulation
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is obtained from the rotating reference frame voltages (v∗sd and v
∗
sq) as described in
the equations 3.41 and 3.42.
3.3.7 Stationary Frame to Three Phase Transformation
Deriving the three phase quantities from the stationary frame is explained in this sec-
tion. Figure 3.15 depicts the transformation between the stationary frame quantities
(xα(t) and xβ(t)) to reference quantities xa, xb and xc.
Figure 3.15: 2/3 Transformation
For this transformation 3/2 peak conversion method is used as shown in the equations



















Similarly, the stationary frame voltages vα and vβ can be transformed into three phase
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The reference voltages are described in the equations 3.46, 3.47 and 3.48 and used as




The control methods for open loop and closed loop operation of high performance in-
duction motor drives has been described. Even though open loop V olts/Hertz motor
control is simple, it is not suitable for low speed operation due to stator voltage drop
as explained in section 3.2.1. To overcome this problem, vector control is considered.
Mathematically decoupling the flux and torque producing current is analogous to that
of separately excited DC motor. The direct and indirect measurement for finding the
rotor flux angle has been explained. For this application, indirect measurement is
used to avoid the changes in the standard machine model. Even though indirect
vector control is sensitive in machine parameters such as rotor time constant (τr)
and actual speed measurement signal (ωre), it is capable of producing the fast torque
response. Finally, design of the speed and current controllers has been described.
Chapter 4
Novel Methods for Avoiding
Regeneration
4.1 Introduction
Regeneration into the AC mains supply is an attractive feature for AC drives in
applications such as hoists, conveyor belts, cranes and elevators. All these applications
require four quadrant operation. For example, in an electric vehicle the regenerative
energy can be used to recharge the battery and to brake (or stop) the electric vehicle.
Even though regeneration leads to energy savings, it can cause many problems to the
power electronic converters and power systems [63].
Most industrial drives utilize an electrical braking system which contains a power
transistor switch in series with a large braking resistor to dissipate the excessive re-
generative power. In aerospace applications, in order to avoid power quality problems,
regeneration onto the supply is not allowed. The purpose of this research is to inves-
tigate methods of avoiding regeneration from Matrix Converter drive. This research
is focussed on aerospace applications, such as aircraft surface actuation control sys-
tems and in-flight refueling systems, where regeneration into the main supply is not
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allowed. This chapter investigates ways to avoid regeneration in a Matrix Converter
based motor drive. The first section of this chapter describes the principles of re-
generation and conventional braking methods, such as regenerative braking, dynamic
braking, D.C injection braking, field current braking and counter current braking.
The second section of this chapter proposes two novel techniques to detect regenera-
tion in the Matrix Converters. These are the Power Comparison technique (PC) and
Input Voltage Reference technique (IVR). In PC technique, output power is used as
a reference and in case of IVR technique input voltage across the input filter inductor
is used as reference for detecting the regeneration.
The final section of this chapter explains two novel methods of dissipating the regen-
erative power from a Matrix Converter. These are the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS)
method and Input Power Clamp method (IPC).
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4.2 Regeneration in Matrix Converters
As mentioned in section 1.4, a feature of a Matrix Converter is the inherent bi-
directional power flow or four quadrant operation capability, as shown in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Inherent Bi-Directional Power Flow in a Matrix Converter Motor Drive
Figure 4.2: System for Avoiding Regeneration in a Matrix Converter Motor Drive
However, the aim of this research is to eliminate this prominent property of the Matrix
Converter using a Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC).
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4.2.1 Operating Conditions which cause Regeneration in
Motor Drives
There are many operating conditions which can cause regeneration from a power
converter [47, 48], for example:
• when a motor load is rapidly decelerated.
• when a load is being controlled whilst aided by gravity, for example in hoists
and cranes applications.
In the above conditions, the motor slip frequency is less than zero, so regeneration
occurs. Negative slip occurs when the load causes the rotor of an induction motor run
faster than the stator field. Therefore, whenever an induction motor runs faster than
the rotating field, regeneration occurs and the Kinetic Energy of the rotating parts
can be returned to the supply if a return path is provided. With a Matrix Converter
there is no need to provide a return path because the Matrix Converter has inherent
bi-directional power flow.
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4.2.2 Braking Methods
When electrical braking of a motor is used, the regenerative energy can be fed back
to the mains supply or dissipated as heat in a resistor or load. Some common braking
methods that are used to convert the kinetic energy into heat [47] are:
1. Regenerative Braking
2. Dynamic Braking
3. DC Injection Braking
4. Field Current or Flux Braking
5. Counter Current Braking
All the methods are used to dissipate regenerative energy. In this research the dy-
namic braking method is adopted. The significant advantage of this method is the
use of relatively simple hardware, for example a controlled switch in series with a
braking resistor.
4.2.2.1 Regenerative Braking
DC-Link converter: In order for a DC-Link converter to allow the regenerated
energy back onto the main bus, a separate active controlled rectifier is connected in
a back-to-back configuration, as shown in the figure 2.3. This method is useful for
continuous braking applications and the braking energy is not wasted. The higher
cost of the hardware is the potential draw back of this system, so it is only used in
specific drives which have high loads of regenerative energy.
Matrix Converter: Matrix Converters have inherent regenerative braking. No
additional hardware is required to feed back regenerative energy.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of a Dynamic Braking Circuit for a DC-Link Converter
4.2.2.2 Dynamic Braking
DC-Link converter: A controlled Uni-Directional Switch (UDS) with a series resis-
tor can be used to absorb energy during the regeneration and dissipate this energy in
the form of heat, as shown in the figure 4.3. In DC-Link converters the voltage across
the DC-Link capacitor can be continuously monitored. If this voltage rises above
a set value, the switch can be turned ON to connect the resistor across DC-Link,
dissipating the regenerative energy. The significant advantage of this method is small
requirement for additional hardware circuit and the fact that a diode bridge rectifier
may be used.
Matrix Converter: A similar principle can be used to dissipate the regenerative
energy, but the Matrix Converter requires Bi-Directional Switches instead of Uni-
Directional Switches, as shown in the figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Overview of a Dynamic Braking Method for a Matrix Converter
4.2.2.3 DC Injection Braking
This method of braking can be applied to brake non reversible AC motors [47]. In
order to brake the stator of the machine is excited using a DC supply instead of
an AC supply. The DC supply can be obtained from AC supply using step down
transformer and uncontrolled full wave rectifier, as shown in the figure 4.5.
When the stator is excited from a DC supply a stationary magnetic field is set-up in
the stator. This field induces the rotor currents which produce a torque to bring the
rotor to a rest position quickly. The braking torque and deceleration during electrical
braking depends upon the amount of DC power injected into the motor and rotor
resistance. DC Magneto Motive Force (MMF) is influenced by the stator connections
and the number of turns on the motor. The DC current injected into the stator circuit
can me controlled by adjusting the stator resistance (Rs), as shown in figure 4.5.
The DC supply is permanently connected to the stator of the induction motor. This
arrangement is purposely made to avoid a considerable delay in creating a stationary
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Figure 4.5: The DC Injection Braking Method
magnetic field. During the normal motoring mode there is no power flow back to the
AC supply through this set-up because the diodes are reverse biased.
4.2.2.4 Field Current or Flux Braking
The Field Current method is suitable for the field oriented vector controlled AC
drives [48]. In principle, the field producing current (isd) of the motor increases
which causes higher motor losses. This method therefore converts the regenerative
energy into heat in the motor. This method is not commonly applied because of the
possibility of overheating the motor windings [47].
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4.2.2.5 Counter Current Braking
The direction of the stator field can be reversed by interchanging the phase sequence
of AC supply to the induction motor [47]. Hence braking torque is developed and
motor can be stopped quickly.
When the main supply to the induction motor is reversed, the induced EMF is added
to the AC supply voltage. This cumulative voltage causes very high currents during
braking and eﬀectively increase the braking torque. Counter current braking can be
applied where the developed braking torque is required to stop the rotor quickly.
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4.3 Techniques to detect Regeneration in Matrix
Converters
Two techniques for detecting regeneration in Matrix Converter motor drives are pre-
sented in this section. The first technique is the Power Comparison technique (PC)
where the motor output power is used as a reference for the Regeneration Control
Circuit (RCC). The second technique is the Input Voltage Reference (IVR) technique,
which is similar to dynamic braking techniques used in DC-Link converters.
4.3.1 Power Comparison (PC) Technique
With regard to Power Comparison (PC) technique, the output power calculation is
important. The absolute value of the calculated output power can be used as reference
for both power dissipation methods (BDS and IPC).
The output power (Po) of the converter is calculated from the torque producing
current (i∗sq) and measured rotor speed (ωre). Generation of gate drive signals is
required for the switches in the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) for both dissi-
pation methods, as shown in figure 4.6. Power dissipation through the resistors in
the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) is directly proportional to the duty cycle of
switches, as shown in equation 4.1,
Pdis ∝ D (4.1)
where, D = Duty cycle of the bi-directional switches and Pdis = Power dissipation of
the resistors.
The duty cycle calculation requires the maximum electrical braking power (Pmb) to
be calculated. The duty cycle of the switches is then less than or equal to unity under
all operating conditions.
Pmb = Tmeωmre (4.2)
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Figure 4.6: Block Diagram of the Power Comparison (PC) Technique for both dissi-
pation Methods
where, Tme = the maximum electromagnetic torque and ωmre = the maximum motor
speed.
The duty cycles are reduced linearly with the required dissipation. The Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) calculates the dissipated regenerative power during every PWM
interrupt cycle. The induction motor will not feed back the whole of the regenerated
power because of the losses such as friction, windage and iron losses in the motor
as well as switching and conduction losses in the Matrix Converter. Therefore, the
resistor dissipates slightly less power than the actual motor regenerative power.
The design of braking resistor (Rb) depends upon the maximum power under the









Where the braking current (Ib) and input power (Pin) are directly proportional to
the input voltage. The braking resistor design also depends on the braking time, the
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thermal capacity of the resistor and heatsink. The value of braking current must
also be less than the current rating of switches in the Regeneration Control Circuit
(RCC).
4.3.2 Input Voltage Reference (IVR) Technique
In the Input Voltage Reference (IVR) technique, the voltage across the input filter
capacitor is measured and compared to the supply voltage. The IVR technique can be
used to detect the regeneration in the Matrix Converter for both dissipation methods
(BDS and IPC).
Generation of control signals are required for the switches in the Regeneration Control
Circuit (RCC), as shown in figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Block Diagram for the Input Voltage Reference (IVR) Technique for both
dissipation Methods
The duty cycle variation is directly proportional to the increase in the line to line
voltage across the input filter capacitor of the Matrix Converter under regeneration
with respect to the output power (Po), as shown in the equation 4.5.
VAB ∝ Po ∝ D (4.5)
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here VAB is line to line voltage across the input filter capacitor. The regeneration is
determined by considering the diﬀerence between the supply voltage and Matrix Con-
verter voltage (the voltage across the input filter inductor of the Matrix Converter)
during each sampling period. The voltage diﬀerence is monitored by the DSP. If the
voltage exceeds a specified limit, the DSP control system turns on the switches in the
Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) with a duty cycle proportional to the voltage
level. The regenerative energy is dissipated as heat through the RCC resistors. This
power dissipation happens only when the drive is operating under regenerative con-
ditions. If the capacitor voltage is equal to the supply voltage then the duty cycle is
set to zero.
4.3.3 Comparison between PC Technique and IVR Tech-
nique
The diﬀerences between the two techniques are briefly described in the Table 4.1.
Factors PC Technique IVR Technique
Required inputs 3 4
to control platform Analogue inputs Analogue inputs
Measured variables Output power: Torque, Input line voltage
Torque producing current across the input
of the motor drive filter capacitors
Speed and Input power Output power and Speed
Table 4.1: Summary of diﬀerence between PC and IVR techniques
With regard to the implementation, the PC technique is less complicated than the
IVR technique. The reason for this is that the number of measurements required for
PC technique is lower than for the IVR technique.
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Figure 4.8: Summary of the Proposed Methods (BDS, IPC) with Proposed Techniques
(PC, IVR)
4.3.4 Summary of Proposed Methods (BDS, IPC)
The summary of the proposed methods (BDS, IPC) with proposed regeneration de-
tection techniques is shown in the figure 4.8. Even though there are more combina-
tions to avoid regeneration in the Matrix Converter, the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS)
with Power Comparison (PC) technique is recommended for aerospace applications
because it is easy to implement with less hardware requirements.
BDS with IVR : This combination is not suitable for aerospace applications be-
cause it has a issue of noise problem when the voltage as a reference for detecting
regeneration in the Matrix Converter drive. Even though duty cycle for Regeneration
Control Circuit (RCC) is made linear, the power dissipation is not linear because of
noise in the input line voltage.
IPC with PC : This combinations is not experimentally implemented because it
requires electrolytic capacitor in the output side of the diode bridge. Some additional
informations are already discussed in the section 1.5.
IPC with IVR : This combination is not suitable for aerospace applications because
of noise problems and the requirements of more hardware for RCC.
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4.4 Avoiding Regeneration in Matrix Converters
To do avoiding regeneration in Matrix Converters two novel circuit topologies are
investigated. These are:
1. Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method
2. Input Power Clamp (IPC) method
The power circuits for both methods will be explained in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
4.4.1 Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) Method
Figure 4.9: Avoiding Regeneration with a Matrix Converter Motor Drive using the
Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) Method
The power circuit for the BDS method Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) is shown
in figure 4.9. The Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) is introduced across the input
filter capacitors (CAB, CBC and CAC).
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The BDS Method Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC):
The Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) is responsible for power dissipation when
regeneration takes place in the Matrix Converter motor drive. The RCC consists
of three bi-directional switches (BDSAB, BDSBC and BDSAC) in series with three
resistors (RAB, RBC and RAC) connected across the input lines, in parallel with the
input filter capacitor. The schematic of the RCC is depicted in the figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: The Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) Method Regeneration Control Cir-
cuit(RCC)
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4.4.2 Input Power Clamp (IPC) Method
The second method, the Input Power Clamp (IPC) method, has also been proposed
to avoid regeneration in a Matrix Converter motor drive. The IPC method requires
only one breaking resistor and switch, compared to three switches in series with three
resistors for the BDS method
Figure 4.11: Regeneration Control Circuit for a Matrix Converter using the Input
Power Clamp (IPC) dissipation Method
The Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) for the Input Power Clamp (IPC) method
is located across the input filter capacitors (CAB, CBC and CAC). The schematic for
the Input Power Clamp (IPC) method circuit is shown in figure 4.11. To control the
switch in the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC), a reference signal is generated
using either the Power Comparison (PC) technique or the Input Voltage Reference
(IVR) technique.
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Figure 4.12: Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) for the Input Power Clamp (IPC)
Method
Regeneration Control Circuit for IPC Method:
The Input Power Clamp (IPC) method Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) consists
of a conventional, un-controlled 6-pulse rectifier and a Uni-directional Switch (UDS)
in series with a braking resistor (R), as shown in figure 4.12. When compared to
Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method, the IPC method requires fewer power semicon-
ductor switching components. With regard to practical implementation, IPC method
is not suitable for aerospace applications because it requires electrolytic capacitor in
the output side.
According to aerospace power quality specifications, the standard clamp in the Matrix
Converter is not allowed to use for avoiding regeneration in the Matrix Converter.
The reason is, the standard clamp is considered as a safety device to protect the
Matrix Converter under abnormal conditions such as over voltage in the input side
or output side.
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4.4.3 Comparison between BDS Method and IPC Method
The Input Power Clamp (IPC) method has some advantages over the Bi-Directional
Switch (BDS) method with respect to the number of required switches and resistors.
The major diﬀerences between BDS and IPC methods are given in the Table 4.2.
Factors BDS Method IPC Method
Switches 3 Bi-Directional 1 Uni-Directional
Switch (BDS) Switch (UDS)
Resistors 3 1
Implementation easy complicated
Table 4.2: Comparison between the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) Method and the
Input Power Clamp (IPC) Method Circuits
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4.5 Description of the Techniques with both Dis-
sipation Methods
The description of two techniques (PC and IVR) with two dissipation methods (BDS
and IPC) for avoiding regeneration from the Matrix Converter motor drives are pre-
sented in this section.
4.5.1 Power Comparison (PC) Technique
The Power Comparison technique for both the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) and Input
Power Clamp (IPC) dissipation methods is described in this section.
Figure 4.13: Block Diagram of the Power Comparison (PC) Technique for the Bi-
Directional Switch (BDS) dissipation Method
Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) Method:
Power Comparison technique for the Bi-Directional Switch method (BDS) is shown in
figure 4.13. Generation of six gate drive signals is required for the three bi-directional
switches in the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC). Power dissipation through three
resistors in the RCC is directly proportional to the duty cycle of the bi-directional
switches, as described in section 4.3.1.
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Input Power Clamp (IPC) Method:
The duty cycle calculation for avoiding regeneration in the Matrix Converter motor
drive using IPC dissipation method is similar to the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS)
method. Power dissipation through a resistor is directly proportional to the duty
cycle of the Uni-Directional Switch (UDS) in the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC).
Only one control signal is required for this method, as shown in the figure 4.14. The
design of braking resistor for this method is same as the BDS method.
Figure 4.14: Block Diagram of the Power Comparison (PC) Technique for the IPC
dissipation Method
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4.5.2 Input Voltage Reference (IVR) Technique
Input Voltage Reference (IVR) technique for both the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS)
and Input Power Clamp (IPC) dissipation methods is described in this section.
Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) Method:
Input Voltage Reference (IVR) technique for the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method
is shown in figure 4.15. Generation of six control signals required for the three bi-
directional switches in the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) of the BDS method.
The duty cycle variation of the bi-directional switches in the Regeneration Control
Circuit (RCC) is linear.
Figure 4.15: Block Diagram for the Input Voltage Reference (IVR) Technique with
the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) dissipation Method
The duty cycle variation is directly proportional to the increase in the line to line
voltage across the input filter capacitor of the Matrix Converter under regeneration
with respect to the output power (Po), as described in section 4.3.2.
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Input Power Clamp (IPC) Method:
The duty cycle calculation for the IVR technique using the IPC dissipation method is
similar to the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method. The power dissipation through
the resistor is directly proportional to the duty cycle of the Uni-Directional Switch
(UDS) in the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC). Only one control signal is required
for this method to activate a switch in the RCC, as shown in the figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16: Block Diagram for the IVR Technique with the IPC dissipation Method
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4.6 Conclusions
The operating conditions which can cause regeneration in the motor drives have been
discussed. The diﬀerent braking methods to dissipate regenerative power have been
analysed. Even though some methods are used to reduce the kinetic energy, a dynamic
braking circuit is more successful because of simple hardware. This is the reason that
the dynamic braking circuit is used in this application [47].
Two techniques for detecting regeneration in the Matrix Converter motor drive, the
Power Comparison (PC) technique and the Input Voltage Reference (IVR) technique
have been discussed. The use of these techniques to generate the reference for the
Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) for both the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) and
Input Power Clamp (IPC) dissipation methods has been introduced. It is concluded




To predict and verify the performance of the proposed methods for avoiding regener-
ation in a Matrix Converter, a simulation study is carried out using SABER software
package [64]. The first section of this chapter describes the simulation results for open
loop control of the Matrix Converter with both a R-L load and an induction motor
load.
The second section of this chapter describes the simulation results of the first method
of avoiding regeneration, the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method, with both tech-
niques for detecting regeneration, the Power Comparison (PC) technique and Input
Voltage Reference (IVR) technique. In the BDS method 6-pulses are required to trig-
ger the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) switches irrespective of the technique
adopted for detecting the regeneration in the Matrix Converter motor drive.
The final section of this chapter outlines the simulation results of the second method
of avoiding regeneration, the Input Power Clamp (IPC) method. The IPC method
requires only one pulse to trigger the Uni-Directional Switch in the Regeneration
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Control Circuit (RCC) irrespective of the technique used to detect the regeneration
in the Matrix Converter motor drive.
5.2 Simulation Results for Basic Operation of MC
When the Matrix Converters is used with an inductive load, it is necessary to avoid
the open circuits on the output side of the Matrix Converter [19]. As mentioned in
section 5.1, two load cases are simulated to verify the basic operation of the Matrix
Converter. These are:
1. An R-L load
2. An induction motor load
5.2.1 R-L Load
In order to validate the modulation of the Matrix Converter, the circuit is simulated
with a passive R-L load. The circuit diagram for Matrix Converter with an R-L load
is shown in the figure 5.1. The Matrix Converter model is represented using the ideal
bi-directional switches (SAa, SBa, SCa, SAb, SBb, SCb, SAc, SBc, SCc). The load in
the model is a series connection of a 5 Ω resistor (Ra, Rb, Rc) and a 5 mH inductor
(La, Lb, Lc).
The switches are controlled using a Space Vector Modulation (SVM) strategy. The
Matrix Converter is supplied by a balanced three phase supply (VA, VB, VC). To
reduce the switching harmonics a small input filter is implemented between the Matrix
Converter and the three phase supply. The input filter consists of source inductors





2 µF of capacitance is calculated for the input filter capacitors.
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Figure 5.1: Circuit Diagram for a Matrix Converter with an R-L Load




























Figure 5.2: Unfiltered Output Voltages for a Matrix Converter with an R-L Load.
Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz , q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz
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Figure 5.3: The Unfiltered Output Line Voltage and Spectrum for a Matrix Converter
with an R-L load. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz , q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz






























Figure 5.4: The Unfiltered Input Current and Spectrum for a Matrix Converter with
an R-L load. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz , q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz
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Figure 5.5: Output Currents for a Matrix Converter with an R-L Load. Vin = 240 V
at 60 Hz , q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz




























Figure 5.6: Filtered Input Currents for a Matrix Converter with an R-L load. Vin =
240 V at 60 Hz , q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz
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Figure 5.7: Output Currents for a Matrix Converter with an R-L Load. Vin = 240 V
at 60 Hz , q = 0.75, fout = 50 Hz

























Figure 5.8: Output Currents for a Matrix Converter with an R-L Load. Vin = 240 V
at 60 Hz , q = 0.75, fout = 75 Hz
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Figure 5.2 shows the three phase output voltages (Va, Vb, Vc) of the Matrix Converter
for the input supply of 240 Vmax at 60 Hz. The voltage transfer ratio (q) is taken
as 0.75. The switching frequency is taken as 10 kHz. The spectrum of unfiltered
output voltage harmonics of switching frequency (10 kHz) is shown in the figure
5.3. The unfiltered input current and its spectrum is shown in the figure 5.4. The
corresponding output currents (ia, ib, ic) and input currents (iA, iB, iC) are shown in
the figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. From these figures, it is clearly proved that the
Matrix Converter has a good sinusoidal input and output current waveforms when
compared to the conventional converters.
The simulation results for output frequencies of 50 Hz and 75 Hz are shown in the fig-
ures 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. The special feature of the Matrix Converter, producing
unrestricted output frequency, is demonstrated in these figures. The maximum feasi-
ble limit of the output frequency of the Matrix Converter is imposed by the switching
frequency of the Matrix Converter. The limit is approximately 1/10 of the switching
frequency.
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5.2.2 Induction Motor Load
This section describes the simulation results for a Matrix Converter with an induction
motor load. A 2.2 kW three phase induction motor is directly connected to the Matrix
Converter, as shown in the figure 5.9. The SABER model induction motor called ind-
3psc [64] is used in the simulation. The parameters of the induction motor used in
the simulation are given in the Appendix A. The Matrix Converter supplies to the
induction motor with a balanced input line voltage 240 Vmax at 60 Hz. The Space
Vector Modulation (SVM) strategy is used to modulate the bi-directional switches in
the Matrix Converter as described in the section 2.4.4. The V olts/Hertz control is
applied to confirm the operation of the Matrix Converter fed induction motor
Figure 5.9: Circuit diagram for a Matrix Converter fed Induction Motor
drive. The Figure 5.10 shows the speed, input currents and output currents or stator
currents of the induction motor. From the figure 5.10, it is shown that if the input
frequency to the induction motor is changed, the speed of the induction motor changes
accordingly.
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      iA [amps]
      iB [amps]
      iC [amps]
    speed [rad/s]
    speed
ref [rad/s]
Figure 5.10: Speed, Input Currents and Output Currents of the Matrix Converter fed
Induction Motor. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, fs = 10 kHz and q = 0.75
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5.2.3 Closed Loop Vector Control
In order to analyse the closed loop vector control performance, a simulation study into
the performance of a Matrix Converter with the control is performed. An overview
of the simulated control system is shown in figure 5.11. The output currents (ia, ib,
ic) of the Matrix Converter are used to calculate the dq-currents (id, idref , iq, iqref)
using a SABER MAST program. The reference voltages (Var, Vbr, Vcr) for the Space
Vector Modulation (SVM) strategy [41] is calculated from the dq-currents using a
SABER MAST program as shown in the figure 5.11.
Figure 5.12 shows the speed ramp transient from 0 rad/s to 188.5 rad/s under closed
loop vector control. It is known that the Matrix Converter has an inherent regener-
ation capability, this feature allows to control the speed reversal quickly with large
inertial load without a breaking resistor. The steady state input currents (iA, iB, iC)
and output currents (ia, ib, ic) of the Matrix Converter with a large inertial load are
shown in figure 5.12. The figure 5.12 also shows the three reference output voltages
for the Space Vector Modulation strategy (Var, Vbr, Vcr).
Figure 5.13 shows the motor speed and the developed torque in the induction motor
under closed loop vector control. Under no load condition, the developed torque in the
induction motor is zero. As explained in the section 3.3.5, the field producing current
(id) is maintained a constant level, as shown in figure 5.13. For this simulation, the
reference of field producing current (idref) 10 Amps is maintained and the torque
producing current (iqref) is limited to 35 Amps as shown in figure 5.13.
From figure 5.13, it is noted that the values of both id and iq follow the reference
values. In indirect vector control the developed torque of the induction motor is
directly proportional to the torque producing current (iq). From these simulation
results, it is concluded that indirect vector control works well in this application
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Figure 5.11: Overview of the Simulation of the Matrix Converter Vector Controlled
Induction Motor Drive
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Figure 5.12: Speed of the Induction Motor, The Matrix Converter Input Currents,
Output Currents and the Reference Voltages. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75 and fs
= 10 kHz
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Figure 5.13: Speed and Torque of the Induction Motor, Field Producing Current (id)
and Torque Producing Current (iq). Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75 and fs = 10 kHz
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5.2.3.1 Regeneration
As explained in the section 4.2.1, the regeneration can be demonstrated by reversing
the speed using the step response (speed reversal command) as shown in the figure
5.14. In this application a step is applied at 1.2 (secs) as shown in the figure 5.15.
Figure 5.15 shows the speed transient and the developed torque in the induction motor
for a no load speed reversal (from +188.5 rad/s to -188.5 rad/s) using vector control.
During the acceleration the speed increases rapidly and the regenerative energy is
rapidly transferred from the induction motor to the three phase mains and vice-
versa. The speed reversal of the induction motor is obtained with a large inertial load
(j = 0.089 kg.m2) for the induction motor. From simulation results, it is concluded
that the Matrix Converter has inherent capability the four quadrant operation.
The output current waveforms of the Matrix Converter in the figure 5.15 indicate
that the speed reversal change from motoring mode to regenerating mode is smoothly
achieved. During the step transient (the acceleration and deceleration of the speed),
the torque producing current (iq) of the induction motor reaches the maximum limit
35 Amps as shown in the figure 5.16. The control of dq-currents (id, iq) with no
coupling eﬀects is demonstrated.
Figure 5.17 shows the input phase currents (iA, iB, iC) of the Matrix Converter
during the four quadrant operation. The input regenerative powers (PA, PB, PC) to
be dissipated using the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) are shown in the figure
5.18. During regeneration the phase opposition (180◦ phase displacement) between
the input phase voltages (VA, VB, VC) and input phase currents (iA, iB, iC) can be
seen, as shown in the figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.14: Overview of the Simulation Diagram for Obtaining Regeneration in the
Matrix Converter Vector Controlled Induction Motor
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Figure 5.15: Speed and Torque of the Vector Controlled Induction Motor and Output
Currents of the Matrix Converter in Regeneration. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75
and fs = 10 kHz
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Figure 5.16: Field Producing Currents and Torque Producing Currents in Regenera-
tion. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75 and fs = 10 kHz




























Figure 5.17: Input Phase Currents for a Matrix Converter in Regeneration. Vin =
240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75 and fs = 10 kHz
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Figure 5.18: Instantaneous Input Phase Powers for a Matrix Converter in Regenera-
tion. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75 and fs = 10 kHz




















































Figure 5.19: Phase Opposition between Input Phase Voltages and Input Phase Cur-
rents of the Matrix Converter during the Regeneration. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q =
0.75, fout = 60 Hz and fs = 10 kHz
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5.3 Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) Method
In this section, the simulation results for avoiding regeneration in the Matrix Con-
verter using Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method with both regeneration detection
techniques (Power Comparison and Input Voltage Reference) are presented. Figure
5.20 shows the circuit diagram for the BDS method. In this method 6-pulses are re-
quired to trigger the three bi-directional switches in the Regeneration Control Circuit
(RCC) of the Matrix Converter, as discussed in the section 4.4.
Figure 5.20: Circuit Diagram for a BDS Method with PC and IVR Technique
5.3.1 Power Comparison (PC) Technique
The generation of the required 6-pulses using PC technique for the Regeneration
Control Circuit (RCC) is shown in the figure 5.21. These 6-pulses trigger the bi-
directional switches in the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) to ensure balanced
input phase currents (iA, iB, iC). The relationship between the duty cycle variation
and the output power (Po) variation during the regeneration is shown in figure 5.21.
As discussed in the section 4.3.1, the power dissipation is directly proportional to the
duty cycle. The shape of duty cycle variation of the bi-directional switches is replica
of the variation of negative output power of the induction motor,
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Figure 5.21: Generation of the 6-Pulses, Duty Cycle Variation and Output Power for
Regeneration Control Circuit for the BDS Method with the PC Technique. Vin = 240
V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz and fs = 10 kHz
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Figure 5.22: Input Phase Currents and Input Phase Powers for the BDS Method with
the PC Technique. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz and fs = 10 kHz
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Figure 5.23: Phase Relationship between Input Phase Voltage and Input Phase Cur-
rent in the BDS Method with the PC Technique. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75,
fout = 60 Hz and fs = 10 kHz
as shown in figure 5.21. In addition, the linear variation of the duty cycle with respect
to the output power also shown in figure 5.21. In order to verify the regenerative
energy dissipation, the input phase powers are calculated using input phase voltages
and the input phase currents. The resulting input phase powers are shown in the figure
5.22. When compared to the figure 5.17 showing the input currents before avoiding
regeneration, the figure 5.22 demonstrates that it is possible to avoid regeneration
using proposed methods. However, there is some input power left in the waveforms
because of constant losses (such as friction, windage losses and inertial losses) in
the induction motor. In addition some switching noise is left in the input power
waveforms. The phase relationship between the input phase voltages (VA, VB, VC)
and input phase currents (iA, iB, iC) whilst avoiding regeneration is shown in the
figure 5.23. These results can be compared to those in figure 5.19.
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5.3.2 Input Voltage Reference (IVR) Technique
The generation of modulation waveforms for the three bi-directional switches in the
Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) using Input Voltage Reference (IVR) technique
is shown in the figure 5.24. The duty cycle variation and output power (Po) of the
induction motor during the regeneration are also shown in the figure 5.24. From this
graph, it can be seen that duty cycle is varying linearly, as discussed in the section
4.3.3. The duty cycle varies proportional to voltage across the input filter capacitor
with respect to the output power (Po).
The resulting input phase currents and input phase powers are depicted in the figure
5.25. Figure 5.25 illustrates that the input power dissipation is similar to the input
power dissipation in the PC technique. The reason is that duty cycle of the bi-
directional switches is linearly varying. It is clearly proved that IVR technique is
capable of dissipating the regenerative power in the Matrix Converter.
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Figure 5.24: Generation of 6-Pulses for RCC, Duty Cycle Variation and Output Power
for the BDS Method with IVR Technique. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75, fout = 60
Hz and fs = 10 kHz
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Figure 5.25: Input Phase Currents and Input Phase Powers for the BDS Method with
IVR Technique. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz and fs = 10 kHz
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5.4 Input Power Clamp (IPC) Method
The Input Power Clamp (IPC) method requires a pulse to activate the switch in the
Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC). This section deals with the simulation results
obtained from the IPC method with two diﬀerent regeneration detection techniques
(PC and IVR). The system diagram for the IPC method is shown in figure 5.26.
Figure 5.26: Simulation Diagram for a IPC Method with PC and IVR Technique
5.4.1 Power Comparison (PC) Technique
In the IPC method with the PC technique, the duty cycle variation is linear and
similar to the BDS method with the PC technique. Figure 5.27 shows the pulse for
RCC, duty cycle variation and the output power (Po) of the induction motor. The
rectified DC voltage after the input clamp diode bridge (full wave diode bridge) is
shown in figure 5.28. The current (ir) through and voltage (Vr) across the Regener-
ation Control Circuit (RCC) resistor is also shown in the figure 5.28. In addition to
figure 5.28 demonstrates the in-phase relationship between the input voltage and the
current. The input phase currents and input phase power during electrical braking
are shown in the figure 5.29. From these simulation results, it is concluded that the
PC technique with both methods (BDS and IPC) are produce good results.
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Figure 5.27: Pulse for RCC, Duty Cycle Variation and Output Power for the IPC
Method with the PC Technique. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz and
fs = 10 kHz

































Figure 5.28: Input Clamp Voltage, Voltage and Current of the RCC Resistor for the
IPC Method with the PC Technique. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz
and fs = 10 kHz
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Figure 5.29: Input Phase Currents and Input Phase Powers for the IPC Method with
the PC Technique. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz and fs = 10 kHz
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5.4.2 Input Voltage Reference (IVR) Technique
The generation of a pulse to trigger the RCC , duty cycle variation and the output
power (Po) variation during regeneration is shown in figure 5.30.































Figure 5.30: Pulse for RCC, Duty Cycle Variation and Output Power for the IPC
Method with the IVR Technique. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz and
fs = 10 kHz
The input phase currents and input phase powers during the avoiding regeneration
are shown in figure 5.31. The simulation results of IVR technique for both methods
(IPC and BDS) are producing acceptable results similar to PC technique because of
linear duty cycle variation. From figure 5.31, the input regenerative power dissipation
is completely dissipated through the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) and some
switching noise is left in the waveforms so that it is concluded that the IVR technique
is acceptable technique as the PC technique.
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Figure 5.31: Input Phase Currents and Input Phase Powers for the IPC Method with
the IVR Technique. Vin = 240 V at 60 Hz, q = 0.75, fout = 60 Hz and fs = 10 kHz
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5.5 Conclusions
In this simulation study, results for the three phase to three phase Matrix Converter
with an R-L load and an induction motor load have been presented [64]. In addition,
the simulation results for regeneration in the Matrix Converter and the novel methods
for avoiding regeneration in the Matrix Converter are also presented.
For an R-L load, the spectrum input and output waveforms for the Matrix Converter
at diﬀerent output frequencies have been shown. The simulation results for a Matrix
Converter fed induction motor drive confirms that the Matrix Converter is suitable
for adjustable speed drives without any restrictions in the output frequency.
Simulation results for indirect field oriented vector control of an induction motor have
been presented. The simulation results, such as those in figure 5.12 and figure 5.13,
demonstrate that the Matrix Converter motor drive with the vector control is capable
of good torque and speed response.
Finally, the simulation results for the novel regeneration avoidance methods, such as
the BDS method and the IPC method have been investigated. Based on the validated
simulation results, avoiding regeneration in a Matrix Converter drive is feasible [65].
Therefore, it is concluded that Matrix Converters are suitable for the aerospace ap-
plications, such as aircraft surface actuation systems and in-flight refuelling systems,
where regeneration into the supply is not allowed. Even though both proposed tech-
niques produce good results, the PC technique is more preferred to the IVR technique





This chapter describes the experimental implementation of a three phase to three
phase Matrix Converter with a novel Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC). Figure 6.1
shows the complete block diagram of the laboratory prototype which has been used
to validate the novel concept for avoiding regeneration in the Matrix Converter. The
design and construction of the laboratory prototype can be split into three sections:
1. Matrix Converter power circuit
2. Control and Interface Circuits
3. Regeneration Control Circuit
The first section of this chapter outlines the design and construction of the Matrix
Converter. This section describes the implementation of the main circuits such as
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gate drives, power assembly, input filter, output current polarity detection and the
protection clamp.
The second section of this chapter describes the implementation of control and inter-
face circuits for the Matrix Converter, such as the DSP (TMS320C6713), FPGA card
(ProASIC A500K050), interface card and encoder interface board.
Figure 6.1: Overview of the Experimental Implementation of the Novel Concept for
Avoiding Regeneration in a Matrix Converter Motor Drive
The final section describes the construction of the Regeneration Control Circuit
(RCC). The programming of the DSP and FPGA is discussed. The final section
also includes a description of the code for the novel Regeneration Control Circuit
(RCC). The experimental results will be presented and discussed in the chapter 7.
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6.2 Matrix Converter Design
This section describes the design of the prototype Matrix Converter which includes
the gate drive circuit, power assembly, input filter, output current polarity detection
circuit and protection clamp circuit. A Matrix Converter rated at 7.5 kW was origi-
nally designed by James Campbell from the Power Electronics Machines and Control
(PEMC) group at the University of Nottingham. This design has been modified to
include the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC).
6.2.1 Gate Drive Circuit
The required gate signals for the power devices in the Matrix Converter are generated
by the FPGA card. These gate signals are connected to the IGBT (SK60GM123)
modules through gate driver circuits, as shown in the figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Overview of the Matrix Converter Gate Drive Circuit
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The IGBT gate drive circuit consists of four main components: the dc/dc converter
(DCP020515DU), the buﬀer (SN74LVC1G07), the opto-coupler (HCPL-315J) and
the NPN/PNP transistors (FZT790A/FZT690B).
The isolation between the control signals and the power circuit is provided by the
dc/dc converter (DCP020515DU) and the opto-coupler (HCPL-315J). The dc/dc con-
verter oﬀers a dual supply +15 Volts/-15 Volts derived from the conversion 5 Volts
supply. The +5 Volts supply is shared with the dual opto-couplers (HCPL-315J).
The gate signals from the FPGA card go through the open drain output buﬀer
(SN74LVC1G07), as shown in the figure 6.2. This buﬀer is used to protect the FPGA
and provide the current required by the opto-coupler. The output of the buﬀer is
input to the opto-coupler which provides galvanic isolation between the control signal
and the IGBT switch module.
The selection of the gate drive resistor plays a role in terms of the turn-on and turn-oﬀ
characteristics as well as the switching losses. A high value of gate drive resistance
increases the switching losses but it helps to reduce the rate of the switching transients.
A low value of the gate drive resistance decreases the switching losses, however this
can cause transient problems if reduced too far.
The output of the opto-coupler is input to the push-pull amplifier, formed using two
discrete NPN and PNP transistors (FZT790A and FZT690B). The output of this
push-pull amplifier is fed to the IGBT module through the gate drive resistor. In
this gate drive design a 10 Ω gate drive resistor is used. To achieve a compact design
the IGBT modules are mounted immediately below the gate drive circuits. This
arrangement minimizes the eﬀects of stray inductance.
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6.2.2 Power Circuit
The power circuit of the Matrix Converter consists of nine IGBT modules
(SK60GM123) arranged in a 3x3 matrix [19]. A photograph of the IGBT module
is shown in the figure 6.3. These modules are manufactured by SEMIKRON com-
pany in the Germany.
Figure 6.3: IGBT Switch Module SK60GM123 used in the Power Circuit
The IGBT module is rated at 1200 (volts) and 60 (amps) and uses the common emitter
configuration. This common emitter bi-directional switch arrangement consists of two
diodes and two IGBTs connected in anti-parallel. The advantages and disadvantages
of this configuration were discussed in the section 2.5.1.2. The internal circuit layout
of the IGBT module (SK60GM123) is shown in the figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Internal Circuit Layout of IGBT Module SK60GM123
6.2.3 Input Filter Circuit
A Matrix Converter needs an input filter to circulate the high switching frequency
harmonics in the input current. The cut-oﬀ frequency of the input filter must be lower
than the switching frequency of the Matrix Converter. In this design, the input filter
consists of a three-phase source inductance (LA, LB, LC) and three capacitors (CAB,
CBC , CAC), which are connected across the input phases as shown in the figure 6.5. In
this project variac is used as input source for the Matrix Converter, so the inductances
of the variac is used rather than additional line inductors. 2 µF of capacitance is used
for the input filter capacitors. The cut-oﬀ frequency of the input filter is 2.5 kHz.
In order to reduce the stray inductance between the input filter capacitors and the
power modules of the Matrix Converter, the input filter capacitors are mounted on a
power plane PCB (Printed Circuit Board) [66]. This arrangement is essential so that
the input filter capacitors are as close as possible to the power modules.
6.2.4 Output Current Polarity Detection Circuit
To achieve the proper four-step current commutation, as explained in the section
2.5.2.2, information regarding the output current direction of the Matrix Converter
is needed.
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Figure 6.5: A Small Input Filter for the Matrix Converter
To obtain the output current direction information, two ultra fast SCHOTTKY diodes
(30CTQ045S), with the same rating as IGBT modules, are connected in antiparallel
in each output phase of the Matrix Converter, as shown in figure 6.6. In addition a
comparator (LM311) and opto-coupler (.61N 627) are required.
The voltage drop across the antiparallel diodes is measured. This voltage drop may
be positive or negative depending on the direction of the output current. The diode
voltage drop is input to the voltage comparator. The comparator provides a logic
voltage signal which is sent through the opto-coupler to the FPGA card. This current
direction information is then used by the FPGA to perform four-step current based
commutation, as described in section 2.5.2.2.
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Figure 6.6: The Matrix Converter Output Current Direction Detection Circuit for
One Output Phase
6.2.5 Clamp Circuit
To protect the Matrix Converter from the over voltages caused by the abnormal
conditions, such as input voltage disturbances and from sudden open circuits on the
output side, a clamp circuit is introduced, as shown in the figure 6.7.
During the abnormal condition or fault conditions, all the inductive load energy can
be transferred to the clamp capacitors. This must be done within the voltage rating
of the IGBT modules.
The clamp circuit consists of three main components:
1. The fast soft recovery diodes (8EWF12S)
2. The clamp capacitors (TS-UP 450 Volts, 150 uF)
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Figure 6.7: Matrix Converter Clamp Circuit
3. The discharge shunt resistors (47 kΩ, 7 Watts)
Twelve fast soft recovery diodes are used to form the clamp circuit. These diodes are
rated at 1200 Volts. The series clamp capacitors (C1, C2) are connected between the
input side and the output side of the diode bridges as shown in the figure 6.7. The
design (size) of the clamp capacitors is based on two factors:
1. The amount of the maximum inductive load energy which may be transferred
to the clamp capacitors.
2. The maximum peak to peak input supply voltage.
The maximum inductive load energy stored (Emotor) in the induction motor phases
is based on two factors:
1. The leakage line inductance (Lls) of the attached motor. In this application, 4
kW induction motor is used and its leakage line inductance is 19.45 mH.
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2. The line currents (ia, ib and ic) of the three phase induction motor. 150 % of
the nominal rating of the induction motor is considered for sizing the clamp
capacitors. ia = 13.2 Amps, ib = 13.2 Amps and ic = 13.2 Amps is used in this
application.
The calculation for maximum inductive load energy stored in the induction motor is














Where Lls = 19.45 mH and ia, ib and ic are the instantaneous values of phase currents.
Iˆ is the peak value of the equivalent sum of the three phase currents. This value of
the current is the rated current of the induction motor, 8.8 Amps. Using equation 6.1,
the maximum inductive load energy is Emotor = 2.54 Joules. This is the maximum
amount of inductive load energy that may be transferred to the clamp capacitor (Ecap)
when the converter is disabled. The calculation for Ecap is shown in equation 6.2.
Emotor = Ecap =
1
2
C(V 2max − V 2initial) (6.2)
where, C is the clamp capacitor, Vmax is the maximum clamp voltage, Vinitial is the
initial clamp voltage. In the experimental converter 200 Volts is used as a line to neu-
tral input voltage, so the expected initial clamp voltage is 490 Volts. Using equation
6.2 the size of the capacitor (C = 72.76 µF) is calculated. Maximum voltage (Vmax)
across the clamp is limited to 700 Volts. The reason for choosing 700 Volts is the rat-
ing of the capacitors (400 Volts, 400 Volts). In this application two series capacitors
(C1, C2) rated as 150 µF are used as the clamp capacitor (C). The information used
to size the clamp capacitors is given in Table 6.1.
The energy stored in the clamp capacitors can be discharged by the resistors (R1,
R2), which are connected in parallel with the clamp capacitors (C1, C2). The value
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Parameters Required Datas Used
Motor Leakage Line Inductance 19.45 mH
150 % Rating of Phase Current of 4 kW Induction Motor 13.2 Amps
Maximum Clamp Voltage 700 Volts
Initial Clamp Voltage 490 Volts
Limited Clamp Signal Voltage 600 Volts
Expected Inductive Energy 2.54 Joules
Table 6.1: Required data Information for Sizing the Clamp Capacitors
of these resistors is 47 kΩ. The maximum power dissipation (Ploss) in these resistors





so the calculated maximum power dissipation is 2.55 Watts.
The purpose of the voltage transducer is to monitor the voltage across the clamp
capacitors. The signal voltage from the voltage transducer is compared to the safe
(reference) clamp circuit signal voltage using the comparator. The comparator pro-
duces a logic trip signal whenever the signal voltage from the voltage transducer is
too high. Then the trip signal from the comparator is sent to the FPGA card which
disables the state machines (and hence the Matrix Converter). The trip occurs when-
ever the signal voltage from the voltage transducer is higher than the reference clamp
circuit voltage. Using a trimmer, the safe (reference) clamp circuit voltage is set. In
this application, 3.0 Volts is the reference voltage, which is equivalent to 600 Volts
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6.3 Control and Interface Circuit Design
This section describes the Matrix Converter control platform. The control platform
includes both the control circuits and the interface circuits. The control circuit con-
sists of a DSP card and an FPGA card. The general purpose FPGA card was origi-
nally developed by Lee Empringham from the Power Electronics Machines and Con-
trol (PEMC) group at the University of Nottingham [67, 68].
Figure 6.8: Layout of Control and Interface Circuit
Some additional VHDL blocks have been added to the standard FPGA code to make
the design suitable for avoiding regeneration in the Matrix Converter. The interface
circuit includes the daughter card (C6713DSK HPI) interface with DSP and interface
board for encoder signals. By using interface circuits all the required feedback signals
and user inputs from the host PC are transferred to the DSP/FPGA control boards,
as shown in the figure 6.8.
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6.3.1 Control Circuits: DSP and FPGA
The control of the Matrix Converter has implemented using a Texas Instruments,
32-bit, Floating-Point Digital Signal Processor (TMS320C6713). The DSP has some
special features such as a 32-bit External Memory Interface (EMIF), a 16-bit Host-
Port Interface (HPI), two 32-bit general purpose timers and a flexible Phase Locked
Loop (PLL). The above features allow the DSP to connect to the external peripherals
such as FPGA and daughter cards. In addition, the External Memory Interface
(EMIF) supports 512 MB of addressable external memory space which is accessed
through the FPGA card (using memory map address) and daughter card.
Only one of the two memory space enables has used in this application because only
one daughter card has been implemented. The PLL clock is synchronised with the
FPGA clock so that the waveform sampling occurs at the PWM frequency, 12.5 kHz.
The parallel port interface of the C6713DSK HPI incorporates a connection to the
Host Port Interface (HPI). The HPI port is a high speed data port which allows a
host PC to access the internal memory of the DSP without interrupting the Central
Processing Unit. This allows a bi-directional data transfer between the host PC and
the DSP which is used to control the Matrix Converter and download sampled data.
The parallel port interface also provides access to an embedded JTAG emulator for
source code debugging.
A 5Volt external power supply is used to power the DSP board, as shown in the figure
6.8. On-board switching voltage regulators provide the 1.26Volt DSP core supply and
the 3.3Volt input/output supply. Code composer is used to communicate with the
DSP through an embedded JTAG emulator with a host interface.
The FPGA card provides the DSP with interface circuitry and allows connection to
the analogue to digital (A/D) converters which all the measure analogue signals. A
photograph of the FPGA card is shown in the figure 6.9. The FPGA card is interfaced
to the DSP using two 80 pin connectors (6). The input port (1) of the FPGA card is
used to connect to the analogue signals from the power circuit of the Matrix Converter
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that are connected to the FPGA card. Digital signals are connected to the FPGA
using the 8-pin port (3). The PWM outputs from the FPGA card to gate drives of
IGBT power modules of the Matrix Converter and the Regeneration Control Circuit
(RCC) use connectors (4) and (5) respectively. The board includes ten 14-bit A/D
channels (2). Only five channels are used in this application as follows:
• three A/D channels for the output currents (ia, ib, ic)
• two A/D channels for the line to line input voltages (VAB, VBC)
Figure 6.9: Photograph of the FPGA card
The FPGA card also provides the over current protection using trips (8) which can be
set from voltage references. The FPGA card startup and reset is manually activated
using toggle and reset switches (9). LED indicators (10) show the state machine
outputs for each output leg of the Matrix Converter. A header (7) is used for FPGA
card programming.
One function of the FPGA is to provide the PWM generator unit and the three state
machines (one for each output leg of the matrix converter) to commutate the current
between the bi-directional switches depending on the direction of the load current
and the demanded switch state. A schematic diagram of the FPGA is shown in the
figure 6.10. The FPGA also provides a watchdog timer, trip monitor and temperature
sensor interface, although not all these interfaces are used in this application.


































































































Figure 6.10: Block diagram of the FPGA card
Table 6.2 shows the trip sources used in this application. The output of the watchdog
timer feeds directly into the trip monitor. The watchdog timer is serviced at the
beginning of each control interrupt. If it is not serviced, for example if the DSP has
crashed or is not functioning correctly, a trip will be generated and the converter
disabled.
This code has been modified for this application. During the interrupt routine which
generates the Matrix Converter gate signals, information from the A/D channels
is extracted from the FPGA registers and manipulated so that the scaled output
currents and input line to line voltages can be calculated. This information, together
with the desired input current angle and the output voltage angle and magnitude are
used to calculate the duty cycles for the Space Vector Modulation (SVM) strategy.
Finally, using the DATA BUS in the FPGA card, the space vectors calculated by the
DSP are loaded into the appropriate FPGA register to allow the FPGA to perform
the PWM generation. The current commutation state machines require the output of
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Hardware Software
Over Current Instantaneous Over Current
PWM Fifo Empty Averaged Over Current
Watchdog Timer Loss of Supply
Encoder Fail
Clamp Over Voltage
Table 6.2: Hardware and Software Trips Used in this Application
the PWM generator and information about the current direction to perform a 4-step
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Figure 6.11: Diagram to show PWM interrupt DSP usage
Figure 6.11 shows a diagram that represents the DSP functions during the interrupt
routine. At point A the A/D channels are sampled and the data is moved from
the FPGA card to the DSP. The time period labelled B is used to calculate the
output PWM vectors and vector times according to the space vector control strategy.
The vectors and vector times are transferred into the PWM generator within the
FPGA during period C. The time remaining (D) before the next interrupt occurs
is free to be used for the communication with the host PC. The combination of the
characteristics of the high speed DSP and the versatility of the FPGA allows all of
the necessary controller functionality to be implemented and the control calculations
can be performed at the necessary speed.
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6.3.2 DSP/Host PC Interface
In order to analyse the system performance during the development stages of the
project, a DSK6713 HPI daughter card with a MATLAB interface was used. The
daughter card helps to capture data (such as measured analogue signals and feed
back signals). The captured data can be plotted using MATLAB. The daughter
card transfers DSP data to host PC through a USB with using debugging software
developed by Educational DSP [69].
The stand-alone application allows the Host PC to communicate with the DSP. A
photograph of the DSK6713 HPI daughter card used in this application is shown in
the figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12: Photograph of the DSK6713 HPI Daughtercard
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6.3.3 Encoder Interface Board
This section explains how the rotor position of the motor is obtained using an in-
cremental encoder [70]. The encoder is mounted on the shaft of the motor. The







) are fed to the FPGA card in order to find the rotor position,





Pulses Per Revolution 2500
Encoder Architecture Rotary
Encoder type Incremental
Table 6.3: Specifications of the Encoder
Figure 6.13: The Layout of Encoder Interface Circuit
The encoder interface circuit contains a Quadruple Diﬀerential Line Receiver using the






) and producing three
output signals (A, B and Z) for the FPGA card. The DC supply for the SN75173
is obtained from the FPGA card to avoid the noise problems. A photograph of the
encoder interface board is shown in the figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Photograph of the Encoder Interface Board
6.4 Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) Design
This section describes the practical implementation of the power and control, for
the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC). The power circuit for the RCC consists of
gate drives and IGBT modules and is similar in construction to the power circuit
of the Matrix Converter. With regard to this control circuit, the C-code and the
VHDL program for Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method with Power Comparison
(PC) technique are programmed in the DSP and the FPGA card respectively.
6.4.1 Power Circuit for RCC
As explained in the chapter 4, the novel Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) is used
to dissipate the regenerative power from the Matrix Converter. A block diagram of
the experimental set-up of the RCC using the Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method
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Figure 6.15: Overview of the Regeneration Control Circuit used to avoid Regeneration
in the Matrix Converter
is shown in the figure 6.15. The power circuit for the Regeneration Control Circuit
(RCC) consists of three main components:
• three IGBT modules (SK60GM123) with gate drive circuits
• three resistors (TAP1000 Series)
• three varistors (EPCOS, 320VAC)
The RCC is connected between the input supply and the input filter capacitors (2), as
shown in the Figure 6.16. Three bi-directional switches (BDSAB, BDSBC , BDSAC)
are connected between in the input lines (VAB, VBC , VAC). The RCC resistors (RAB,
RBC , RAC) are connected in series (1) with the bi-directional switches. The trigger-
ing pulses (3) for bi-directional switches are obtained from FPGA card. In order to
dissipate the power, the selection of the RCC resistors is based on the power dissipa-
tion requirement. This RCC is more suitable to use with Back to Back VSI. However,
the size of the power dissipation circuit is bigger than the power dissipation circuit
in the conventional dynamic braking method.
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The specifications of the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) resistors (TAP1000
Series) used in this application is given in the Table 6.4.
Datas Specifications
Manufacturer Ohmite
Product type TAP1000 Series
Resistance value 30 Ω




Maximum current 10 Amps
Temperature range -55◦C to 150◦C
Table 6.4: Specification of the RCC resistors
Figure 6.16: Photograph of the RCC for Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) Method
The RCC resistors are not mounted on the PCB because the heat dissipation during
the regeneration may aﬀect other power electronic components on the PCB. The RCC
resistors (1) are mounted on the heat sinks (2) with cooling fans, as shown in Figure
6.17. The distance between the PCB board and the RCC resistors is short to minimise
the inductance of the connection wires. In addition, varistors are connected in parallel
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Figure 6.17: Photograph of the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) for Bi-
Directional Switch (BDS) Method
with the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) resistors, as shown in Figures 6.15 and




Maximum clamping voltage 840V
Energy 184J
Temperature range 40◦C to 85◦C
Table 6.5: Specification of the varistors
is given in the Table 6.5. The varistors remove any voltage spikes caused by the
switching of the current in the resistors.
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6.4.2 DSP/FPGA Control for RCC
This section discusses the modulation of the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC)
using the DSP/FPGA control platform. As discussed in the section 4.3.1, six unique
pulses are generated for the three bi-directional switches in the RCC. This modulation
can be achieved in two steps:
1. Detecting regeneration by calculation in the DSP.
2. Generating six PWM signals in the FPGA.
Detecting the regeneration :
The sign of feedback signals for the induction motor, the torque producing current (iq)
and rotor speed (ωre), are used to detect the regeneration. During the regeneration
the output power (Po) is negative. The output power (Po) is calculated as the product
of the torque producing current (iq) and rotor speed (ωre). Whenever the negative
output power is detected the RCC is activated.
Po = kiqωre (6.4)
PWM Generation :
The FPGA control for generating the PWM signals for the Regeneration Control
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The Actel’s Libero software is used to perform the above three functions. The Actel’s
Libero has two main components: Smartgen and V iewdraw. Smartgen is used to
create VHDL logic blocks in design flow, as shown in figure 6.18. V iewdraw generates
the equivalent VHDL code for the logic blocks in the design flow.
If regeneration is detected, the DSP sends the duty cycle information to FPGA using
a memory map address register. This is a 5-bit address used to identify the specific
FPGA memory map register used for Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC).
Figure 6.18: Overview of VHDL Blocks used in the FPGA Control Design for Regen-
eration Control Circuit
A comparator compares the duty cycle information from the DSP to the reference.
Start-up and reset of the 16-bit registers are controlled using PWM interrupt and
PWM reset signals. The output of the comparator, logic signal, is sent to the D-Flip
Flop with AND gate. Finally, the FPGA card sends this logic output to the gate
drives of IGBT modules in the RCC when the enable bit is set high. This concept is
verified using FPGA simulations before programming, as described in Appendix A.
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6.5 Conclusions
The experimental set-up for the vector controlled Matrix Converter motor drive using
a DSP/FPGA control platform has been described. The FPGA design and DSP
code for the novel Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) have been discussed. Figure
6.19 shows the complete experimental set-up. In this figure (A) represents the host
PC which is used to monitor system variables using the daughter card interface.
The power circuit (C) and control circuit (B) of the laboratory prototype Matrix
Converter are highlighted. (D) indicates the 4 kW induction motor used as a load.
Finally, (E) highlights the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) resistors with their
heat sink arrangement.
Figure 6.19: The Photograph of the Complete Experimental Converter
Chapter 7
Testing and Experimental Results
7.1 Introduction
This chapter confirms the validity of the proposed concept for avoiding regeneration in
the Matrix Converter by experiments carried out in the PEMC Group’s GE Aviation
laboratory using a prototype rated at 7.5 kW feeding a 4 kW induction motor. Table
7.1 shows the test data for these experiments.
Specifications Datas
Voltage transfer ratio 0.75
Input filter Capacitor 2 µF
Sampling frequency 12.5 kHz
Rated power of motor 4 kW
Limit of i∗sq 5.0 Amps
Constant value of i∗sd 3.0 Amps
Control damping factor 0.707
Table 7.1: Test Data’s used in this Application
First section of this chapter describes the preliminary tests and protection trips set-
ting during the development of the converter. In the next section of this chapter,
experimental results are presented to prove the eﬀectiveness and feasibility of the
novel regeneration control in a Matrix Converter motor drive.
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7.2 Test Procedures
The test procedure for finding the DC oﬀset and gain of the voltage and current
transducers used in this application are discussed in this section. To protect the
system from abnormal conditions during testing, some trips are implemented in the
FPGA card, such as clamp trip, over voltage trip and over current trip. The setting
procedure for the above trips are explained below.
7.2.1 Finding the DC oﬀset and the Gain for the Transducers
Two voltage transducers are used to measure the input line to line voltages (VAB, VBC)
of the Matrix Converter. As explained in section 6.3.1, the measurement signals from
the voltage transducers are sent to two dedicated A/D channels on the FPGA card
using burden resistors 120 Ω. Figure 7.1 shows the block diagram of the A/D test
for voltage transducer. The A/D test is used to find the gain and DC oﬀset of the
particular measurement signal of the voltage transducer.
Figure 7.1: The Block Diagram of A/D Test for the Voltage Transducers
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The DSP code for A/D test and the STAPL file for FPGA chip (Actel A500K050) is
uploaded in the DSP and FPGA card respectively. The calibrator is used to find the
DC oﬀset and gain. During the A/D test, the calibrator supplies variable voltages to
the voltage transducer through a 47 kΩ resistor. Meanwhile, the electrical connec-
tion between the transducer and the Matrix Converter input supply is temporarily
disconnected as shown by the dotted lines in figure 7.1. The testing procedure is
common to both voltage transducers (VAB, VBC) with the exceptions of the electrical
connection. However, the DC oﬀset and gain will be slightly diﬀerent for each A/D
channel. The A/D test for voltage transducer is performed by following below steps:
1. The single phase supply to the calibrator and the dual supply (+15 Volts /-15
Volts) to the transducers are switched on.
2. The DSP code for A/D test is complied, loaded and run.
3. The desired testing voltage from the calibrator is set and corresponding readings
from the A/D channel are recorded.
4. Step 3 is repeated for various input voltages from the calibrator.
5. Microsoft Excel, the graph is drawn between the A/D channel readings and
applied voltages to the transducer through the calibrator.
6. Finally, the slope of the resulting linear graph is found. The slope is considered
as the gain of the transducer and the constant value is the DC oﬀset
In this application, 0.0976 and 0.0970 are the calculated gain of voltage transducers
for VAB and VBC respectively.
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The A/D test procedure for the current transducers is similar to the voltage transduc-
ers. Three current transducers are used to measure the three output phase currents
(ia, ib, ic) of the Matrix Converter. The block diagram in figure 7.2 shows the A/D
test circuit for output phase current (ia) transducer of the Matrix Converter.
Figure 7.2: The Block diagram of A/D Test Circuit for the Current Transducers
As shown in Figure 7.2, the calibrator with a 1000 Amp transcouductance amplifier
is used to set the desired current for A/D test in terms of calibrator voltage. Setting
diﬀerent test voltages in the calibrator is input to the amplifier in the ratio of 0 to 2
Volts. The amplifier then delivers the equivalent current to the current transducers.
For this application the range from 0 to 2 Amps is selected in the amplifier. By fol-
lowing the testing procedure, the gain of the three current transducers, ia = 0.003115,
ib = 0.003126, and ic = 0.003088, are found.
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7.2.2 Protection Trips Setting
The FPGA card includes the protection system for the prototype converter. The
protection system on the FPGA card consists of trips which helps to trip the con-
verter disabling the state machines (state machines are used to set the PWM pulses
to the Matrix Converter and Regeneration Control Circuit) whenever the abnormal
conditions (over voltage or over current) are detected.
This section explains how the power circuit of the Matrix Converter is protected using
the clamp circuit trip. The set-up made to set the trip for clamp circuit is shown
in Figure 7.3. In order to set the clamp trip, finding the clamp trip voltage level is
obviously important.
Figure 7.3: The Block diagram for Clamp Trip Setting
The clamp trip is set to activated at 10 % above the line to line input voltages.
The resulting voltage is considered as a trip level for the clamp circuit. As shown
in Figure 7.3, the calibrator is used to apply the various voltages across the clamp
capacitor. The measured signal from the voltage transducer (clamp) is monitored.
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The reference for the trip signal voltage is obtained using the 10 kΩ trimmer and
the +5 Volts supply. The same +5 Volts supply is used as a supply to the LM319M
comparator. The grounds of both the +5 Volts supply and dual supply (+15 Volts/-
15 Volts) are tied together. During the test, the terminals of the voltage transducer
are disconnected from the clamp capacitor as shown (dotted lines) in Figure 7.3.
The measured signal from the voltage transducer and the reference trip signal voltage
from the trimmer are compared. The resulting logic signal is considered as a trip signal
input to the FPGA card. Whenever the measured signal goes above to the reference
trip signal voltage, the output of the comparator goes high and the clamp trip is
enabled. The state machines are instantly disabled so that the Matrix Converter
power circuit is protected. In this application, +3.0 Volts is used as reference trip
signal voltage, which is approximately equal to 600 Volts. Table 7.2 shows test datas
for the diﬀerent reference trip signal voltage and equivalent voltage across the clamp
capacitor.
Reference trip signal voltage Voltage across the clamp capacitor
0.5 Volts +100 Volts
0.75 Volts +160 Volts
1.1 Volts +205 Volts
1.5 Volts +300 Volts
2.1 Volts +405 Volts
3.14 Volts +620 Volts
Table 7.2: Test Data for the Clamp Circuit Trip Voltage Transducer
In this application, other than the clamp trip there are 5 more trips (such as the
three output current trips (ia, ib, ic) and the two input line to line voltage trips (VAB,
VBC)) are implemented to protect the experimental converter.
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7.2.3 Test for the Four Step Commutation
Achieving four step commutation is essential to avoid the failure of the power circuit of
the Matrix Converter. In order to test the four step commutation information about
the output current direction is needed. The test set-up for the four step commutation
is shown in Figure 7.4. Two input phases (A and B) connecting the output phase (a)
through the two bi-directional switches (SAa+, SAa−, SBa+ and SBa−) are considered
for this test. The switches are not connected to the load, but instead the calibrator
with the transconductance amplifier is connected. The output current information is
provided by the calibrator. The output of the amplifier is connected in series with
the anti-parallel diodes of the output phase (a) of the Matrix Converter.
Figure 7.4: Test Setup for the Four Step Commutation
During this test, the input supply is not applied to the Matrix Converter. However,
the supply (+5 Volts, +15 Volts/-15 Volts) to the gate drives of bi-directional switches
(SAa+, SAa−, SBa+ and SBa−) are applied.
To verify the four step current commutation, the current is applied in such a way that
the current direction is positive. The magnitude of the applied current is 0.5 Amps.
The output terminals of the gate drives are connected to the scope to see the four
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step commutation sequence. The resulting experimental result for this test is shown
in Figure 7.5. The four steps can be seen: SAa− is oﬀ, SBa+ is on, SAa+ is oﬀ and
SBa− is on. The commutation intervals T1, T2 and T3 between these switches are all
set to 0.5 µsecs.
Figure 7.5: Four Step Commutation: Positive Output Current Direction
Figure 7.6: Four Step Commutation: Negative Output Current Direction
step +ve direction -ve direction
1 SAa− is oﬀ SAa+ is oﬀ
2 SBa+ is on SBa− is on
3 SAa+ is oﬀ SAa− is oﬀ
4 SBa− is on SBa+ is on
Table 7.3: Four Steps for Current Commutation
The negative current direction is set using the calibrator. The resulting waveforms
are shown in figure 7.6. Table 7.3 shows the position of the switches during the four
step commutation for both +ve and -ve directions.
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7.2.4 Fixed Duty Cycle PWM Test
In order to check the working status of the Matrix Converter, a fixed duty cycle PWM
test is conducted. The concept of this test is that, each of the output phases (a, b,
c) are sequentially connected to the input phases (A, B, C) with fixed duty cycles, as
shown in Figure 7.7. For example, in one PWM interrupt (80µS) the output phase
‘a’ (highlighted in colour) sequentially connected to the input phase voltages A (Duty
cycle =0.5), B (Duty cycle =0.25) and C (Duty cycle =0.25). Similarly for ‘b’ and ‘c’
output phase voltages. Four fixed vectors (AAA, ABB, BCC, CCC) with fixed times
are repetitively applied to connect the output phase voltages sequentially.
Figure 7.7: The Switching Pattern of the Fixed Duty Cycle PWM Test
To prove this concept, the Matrix Converter is connected to the R-L load (R = 30
Ω, L = 4.14 mH) with a small input voltage (25 Vrms) applied. From this test, it
was concluded that the power circuit and control circuit of the Matrix Converter was
working properly.
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7.3 Experimental Results
To prove the eﬀectiveness and reliability of the proposed concept experimental results
are discussed in this section. The experimental results includes both steady-state
and transient performance with the passive R-L load and induction motor load. In
addition to the experimental results for V oltz/Hertz motor control, vector control,
regeneration and the proposed control system for avoiding regeneration using Bi-
Directional Switch (BDS) method are explained.
7.3.1 R-L load
The Matrix Converter is tested with the R-L load. Preliminary tests with R-L load has
been carried out to confirm the proper operation of the well designed 7.5 kW Matrix
Converter. For R-L load test, the output phases (a, b, c) of the Matrix Converter
are connected to the three phase star connected rheostats (variable resistors) in series
with the three phase inductors. The load parameters are R = 30 Ω and L = 4.14 mH.
To test the steady state behaviour of the Matrix Converter, a small input voltage



























Figure 7.8: Output Line Voltage, Output Current and Input Current for a Matrix
Converter with an R-L Load. Vin = 100 V at 50 Hz , q = 0.75, fout = 50 Hz
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supply of 100 Volts/phase at 50 Hz is applied. The obtained experimental results
from the R-L load test has shown in figure 7.8.
7.3.2 V oltz/Hertz Motor Control
After testing the Matrix Converter with an R-L load, an induction motor is connected.
The open loop V oltz/Hertz motor control test can be used to adequate check the
Matrix Converter motor drive operation at any speed within the motor’s limits. Using
the DSP code, a slope variable is calculated for V oltz/Hertz motor control. During
the run time, the proportional relationship between the applied voltage magnitude
and the supply frequency at any operating point is maintained, as shown in Figure
7.9.
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        Fo [Hz]
Figure 7.9: Voltz/Hertz Motor Control for MC. Vin = 100 Volts, fo = 50 Hz
Figure 7.10 shows the experimental results of the V oltz/Hertz motor control. After
getting the satisfactory experimental results from the V oltz/Hertz motor control, it
is concluded to proceed the research with vector control.
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Figure 7.10: Output Currents for Voltz/Hertz Motor Control Vin = 100 Volts, fo =
50 Hz
7.3.3 Vector Control and Regeneration
This section describes the experimental results of the closed loop vector control of the
induction motor. In order to confirm the dynamic performance of the vector control,
some preliminary tests are performed. The experimental results for normal operation
of the vector controlled Matrix Converter motor drive are shown in the figures 7.11
and 7.12.
The figure 7.11 shows the dig angle, motor speed (speed) and reference of dq-voltages
(vd ref and vq ref) for operation of the motor at 210 rad/s with a voltage trans-
fer ratio of about 0.75. The rotor angle counts up to 10000 pulses because in this
application 2500 PPR (Pulses Per Revolution) incremental encoder is used with the
4-pole induction motor. By using the rotor angle, the desired rotor flux angle (λ) is
calculated to find the actual dq-currents (isd and isq). Figure 7.12 shows the three
phase stator currents of the motor and dq-currents (isd and isq) with their references
(i∗sd and i
∗
sq). The actual dq-currents and motor speed follows their respective ref-
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    speed[rad/s]
    speed__ref[rad/s]
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    vq__ref[volts]
Figure 7.11: Digital angle, Motor speed and dq-voltages for the Vector Controlled
Matrix Converter [Vin = 200 Volts, fin = 50 Hz, fs = 12.5 kHz and q = 0.75]
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Figure 7.12: Output Currents and dq-Currents for Vector Controlled Matrix Con-
verter [Vin = 200 Volts, fin = 50 Hz, fs = 12.5 kHz and q = 0.75]
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erences without any problems. These basic experimental results (Figures 7.11 and
7.12) confirm that the vector controlled Matrix Converter motor drive was successfully
implemented.
Regeneration is created by reversing the speed of the induction motor by sending
the negative speed command to DSP through the Host PC using keyboard. In this
application, all the experimental results are produced under no load conditions but
the inertial load of the motor is increased by coupling a DC motor to the shaft of the
induction motor. With regard to coupling of the DC motor with an induction motor,
DC motor has the same moment of inertia (j = 0.015 kg.m2) as the induction motor,
so the total inertial load (j = 0.03 kg.m2) of the system is doubled.




























    speed[rad/s]
    speed__ref[rad/s]
Figure 7.13: Speed and Output Power of the Motor in Regeneration at speed reversal
from +157 rad/s to -157 rad/s [Vin = 200 Volts, fs = 12.5 kHz and q = 0.75]
Figure 7.13 shows the motor speed and calculated output power for a speed reversal
from +157 rad/s to -157 rad/s while the field current (i∗sd) is maintained constant at
3.0 (amps) and the torque current (i∗sq) is limited up to 5.0 (amps). The inherent four
quadrant operation (forward motoring, forward regeneration, reverse motoring and
reverse regeneration) of the Matrix Converter is clearly pictured in the Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.14: Rotor position (rotor angle) and Rotor flux angle (λ) in Regeneration
during a speed reversal from +157 rad/s to -157 rad/s [Vin = 200 Volts, fs = 12.5
kHz and q = 0.75]
In order to get the smooth and stable four quadrant operation for a wide range of
speeds, the closed loop controllers gains are adjusted for the calculated field current
and the maximum limit of torque current. During the forward regeneration the output
power is negative this means that input power is also negative. The proposal of this
research is to dissipate the excessive regenerative power using the novel Regeneration
Control Circuit (RCC) instead of feeding it back to the supply. Figure 7.14 illustrates
the rotor position and the rotor flux angle (λ) for the same speed reversal conditions.
During the speed reversal the change in the rotor flux angle’s direction is shown in
the Figure 7.14.
The field current (d-currents), torque current (q-currents) and torque of the motor
are shown in the Figure 7.15. During the regeneration period the reference for the
torque producing current reaches the limit and stays until the motor speed reaches
the desired speed. Meanwhile, the field current follows its reference. The developed
torque in the motor is directly proportional to the torque producing current is shown
in the Figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.15: Torque and dq-Currents of the Motor during Regeneration during a
speed reversal from +157 rad/s to -157 rad/s [Vin = 200 Volts, fs = 12.5 kHz and q
= 0.75]

























Figure 7.16: Stator Currents of the Motor during Regeneration during a speed reversal
from +157 rad/s to -157 rad/s [Vin = 200 Volts, fin = 50 Hz, fs = 12.5 kHz and q =
0.75]
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Figure 7.17: Input Phase Voltages (VA, VB), Input Phase Currents (iA, iB) and Three
Phase Input Power (using two-wattmeter method) during Regeneration during a
speed reversal from +157 rad/s to -157 rad/s [Vin = 200 Volts, fin = 50 Hz fs =
12.5 kHz and q = 0.75]
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The output power is calculated using the developed torque in the motor and the
motor speed as shown in the Figure 7.13. Figure 7.16 illustrates the stator currents
of the motor during the speed reversal.
The input phase voltages (VA, VB) and input phase currents (iA, iB) during the re-
generation are shown in the Figure 7.17. The 180◦ phase opposition between the
input phase voltage and input phase current is clearly shown in the Figure 7.17. This
means that the direction of the input phase current is reversed and flowing towards
to the source. The calculated three phase input power using the two watt meter
method is shown in the Figure 7.17. The negative power means that the inductive
load is feeding the power to the input supply. According to the aircraft power quality
specifications, the excessive regenerative power is not allowed in the aircraft’s power
supply so the negative power to be dissipated in the motor itself. The dissipation of
the negative power using the RCC is explained in the next section.
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7.3.4 Avoiding Regeneration using BDS Method
This section explains the experimental results for avoiding regeneration using the
Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method with the Power Comparison (PC) technique as
discussed in the Chapter 4. Figure 7.18 illustrates the duty cycle variation of the
bi-directional switches used in the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) with respect
to the output power variation during the forward regeneration period. The input
power dissipation is proportional to the output power variation. The above condition
must be satisfied to avoid input power dissipation in the circuit.































Figure 7.18: The Output Power of the Motor and Duty Cycle Variation of the Bi-
Directional Switches in the RCC during a speed reversal from +157 rad/s to -157
rad/s [Vin = 200 Volts, fin = 50 Hz fs = 12.5 kHz and q = 0.75]
Figure 7.19 shows the duty cycle variation, the voltage (VAB) across the RAB in RCC
and the current (iAB) through RAB in RCC during the regeneration period for about
0.14 seconds. The input power dissipation through the RCC is also shown in the
Figure 7.19. This figure proves that the linear input power dissipation during the
avoiding regeneration process.
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Figure 7.19: Duty Cycle Variation, Voltage (VAB) across the RAB in RCC, Current
(iAB) through RAB and Input Power Dissipation for One Phase through the RCC
during a speed reversal from +157 rad/s to -157 rad/s [Vin = 200 Volts, fin = 50 Hz
fs = 12.5 kHz and q = 0.75]
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Figure 7.20: Input Phase Currents (iA, iB) and Three Phase Input Power during a
speed reversal from +157 rad/s to -157 rad/s [Vin = 200 Volts, fin = 50 Hz fs = 12.5
kHz and q = 0.75]
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The input phase currents (iA, iB) are shown in the figure 7.20. The calculated three
phase input power whilst avoiding regeneration is also shown in the Figure 7.20. This
figure shows that some input power is left in the regeneration period (0.14 seconds)
because of other losses such as device losses in the Matrix Converter and losses in
the induction motor. The above experimental results (from figure 7.18 to figure




In first half of this chapter, the required precautionary test procedures for the exper-
imental analysis has been discussed. For example, setting the protection trips and
the clamp trip have been discussed. In order to avoid the failure in the power circuit
of the Matrix Converter, four step commutation test and fixed PWM test has been
demonstrated with experimental results.
In second half of this chapter, the preliminary tests for a lab prototype with the in-
duction motor have been demonstrated. For example, the V olts/Hertz motor control
confirms a constant stator flux level in the induction motor. The dynamic response
of the vector controlled Matrix Converter motor drive has demonstrated with the
experimental results. Finally, the novel Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) using
Bi-Directional Switch (BDS) method for avoiding regeneration with a Matrix Con-
verter motor drive has been demonstrated. The obtained experimental results are
similar to the simulation results as explained in the Chapter 5. From these exper-




Matrix Converter technology is well known for direct power (AC/AC) conversion
applications for almost more than 29 years. Most of the research work published on
the Matrix Converter focuses on the following concepts:
• Matrix Converters for industrial applications
• Stability of Matrix Converters
• Commutation techniques to avoid the failure of the power circuit
• Optimizing the modulation strategies for the Matrix Converter.
Until this work, there is no single publication on avoiding regeneration in the Matrix
Converter. No attention has paid on this research area which will make the Matrix
Converter feasible for aerospace applications and some specific industrial applications.
At the beginning of the 21st century, the Matrix Converter has made as a commercial
product for industrial applications, manufactured by Yaskawa (Japan). The Power
Electronics Machines and Control (PEMC) Group at the University of Nottingham
has been developing 150 kVA Matrix Converter for higher power applications.
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Especially, the conventional Matrix Converter is considered for many aerospace ap-
plications because of the following reasons given in the Table 8.1.
Aero space requirements Suitability of Matrix Converter
Wide range of input frequencies Yes
Sinusoidal input current Yes
Compact design, single stage power conversion Yes
Adjustable input displacement power factor Yes
Table 8.1: Suitability of the Matrix Converter for aerospace applications
Table 8.1 shows the suitability of the Matrix Converter for aerospace applications.
According to aerospace power specifications, the inherent regeneration capability of
the Matrix Converter should not be allowed.
In this PhD research work the novel concept for avoiding regeneration (the inherent
property of the Matrix Converter) with a Matrix Converter motor drive has been
proposed and proved. A detailed simulation study of the proposed concept has been
completed. The experimental results that have been produced validate the simulation
results.
The work described in this thesis is the :
• Simulation of avoiding regeneration with a Matrix Converter motor drive.
• Validation of the simulation results using a laboratory prototype.
As a result of this work the Matrix Converter can now be considered in aerospace
applications where regeneration is not permitted.
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8.1 Further Work
Even though good experimental results are obtained at reasonable power level for
the proposed concept, remaining a lot of research work still has to be done. The
following research works are expected to do in future to make the proposed concept
as a matured concept integrated with the commercial applications.
• Making the experimental system with more reliable as a commercial product by
increasing the operating drive at rated power level with full load torque level.
• Implementing the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) using the diode embed-
ded bi-directional switch instead of using the common emitter bi-directional
switch.
• Implementing the proposed concepts on the aircraft.
The published international papers for avoiding regeneration in a Matrix Converter
are listed at the end of this thesis in appendix C.
Appendix A
Parameters used
For Simulation Analysis :
Matrix Converter :
Switching Frequency = 10.0 kHz
Voltage transfer ratio = 0.75
Input Filter :
Inductance = 4.14 mH
Capacitance = 5.9741 µF
Damping resistor = 2.0Ω
RL Load :
Resistance = 5.0 Ω
Inductance = 5.0 mH
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Output Filter :
Resistance = 1000.0 Ω
Capacitance = 100.0 nF
Induction Motor (ind-3psc) :
P = 4
j = 0.089 kg.m2
B = 0.001 (N.m) / (rad/s)
Lm = 69.30 mH
Ls = 2.0 mH
Lr = 2.0 mH
Rs = 0.435 Ω
Rr = 0.816 Ω
Vector Control :
i∗sd = 10.0 Amps
i∗sq limit = 35.0 Amps
v∗sd limit = 400.0 Volts
v∗sq limit = 400.0 Volts
τr = 0.0874
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σLs = 0.0041
L2o/Lr = 0.06735
PI Values for Speed Controller :
kp = 4.8
ki = 0.09
PI Values for Current Controllers :
kp = 2.352
ki = 990.831
Regeneration Control Circuit :
Resistors (RAB, RBC , RCA) = 50 Ω
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For Experimental Analysis :
Matrix Converter :
Sampling Frequency = 12.5 kHz
Voltage Transfer Ratio = 0.75
Input Filter :
Capacitance = 2.0 µF
Induction Motor :
Name Plate Details :
Rated Power = 4.0 kW
Voltage = 415 V
Phase = 3
Frequency = 50 Hz
Current = 8.4 A
Speed = 1420 rpm
Connection = Delta
RL Load :
Resistance = 30.0 Ω
Inductance = 4.14 mH
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Vector Control :
i∗sd = 3.0 Amps
i∗sq limit = 5.0 Amps
v∗sd limit = 200.0 Volts
v∗sq limit = 200.0 Volts
PI Values for Speed Controller :
kp = 0.926
ka = 10.0
PI Values for Current Controllers :
kp = 25.0
ka = 500.0
Regeneration Control Circuit :
Resistors (RAB, RBC , RCA) = 30 Ω
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DSP/FPGA Control for RCC :
If enable bit is low, no PWM signals are sent to the gate drives of the Regeneration
Control Circuit (RCC) The Enable bit control arrangement is made for safety purpose
to avoid the improper triggering of the gate drives of the RCC.
Figure A.1: FPGA Test Bench to generate the PWM Signals for the Gate Drives of
the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC)
Input Signals User Defined Datas
EN BIT High
CLK 10 MHz
PWM INT 80 µS
PWR RST, AWE High
CE Low
ADDR [4:0] 0E : means address of FPGA Register14
DSP DATA 16-bit data (50 % duty cycle)
Table A.1: Input Signals with Datas of the Test Bench to generate PWM signals
Before programming, FPGA simulation has done to verify the concept by creating the
virtual test bench. Figure A.1 shows a test bench created for generating the PWM
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signals for the gate drives of the RCC. The input signals (EN BIT , CLK, PWM
INT, PWR RST, CE, ADDR [4:0] and DSP DATA) of the test bench is defined by a
user in order to generate PWM signals with 50 % duty cycle. The user defined datas
of the input signals used in the test bench is given in the Table A.1. For example,
the 16-bit address ,0E, for the FPGA register is specified to identify the logic blocks
used in the (RCC). When the Acknowledge Write Enable is high, as shown in figure
A.1, the fixed duty cycle information FE6F (50 % duty cycle) is sent by the DSP
to the FPGA. The resulting test bench simulation results have shown in figure A.2.
This figure have divided into two parts: A and B.
Figure A.2: FPGA Simulation Results for PWM generation for RCC
A : Indicates the all input signals (EN BIT , CLK, PWM INT, PWR RST, CE,
ADDR [4:0] and DSP DATA) defined in the test bench. For example, generating
the PWM interrupt at every 80 µS is indicated. It can be believed that the PWM
interrupt for the Matrix Converter and the RCC is common in order to obtain the
synchornised input signals for the RCC from the DSP.
B : Indicates the PWM signals (AR A1F , AR A2R, AR B1F , AR B2R, AR C1F ,
AR C2R) for gate drives of the RCC with 50 % duty cycle.
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Once the Regeneration Control Circuit (RCC) concept is verified using the FPGA
simulation, the STAPL file is created and this file is programmed into the FPGA
Chip (ACTEL ProASIC A500K050) using Flash Pro device.
Appendix B
Circuit Diagrams
Figure B.1: Schematic of Power Circuit PCB for Avoiding Regeneration
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Figure B.2: Schematic of Gate Drive PCB for Avoiding Regeneration
Appendix C
Published Papers
The work has resulted in the following papers having been published:
• M. Imayavaramban and P.W. Wheeler, ”Avoiding Regeneration with a Matrix
Converter Drive,” in Proc. IEEE PESC 2007, Florida, USA, page(s):2529-2534,
June 17-21, 2007.
• M. Imayavaramban, P.W. Wheeler and J.C. Clare, ”Regeneration Control
for Matrix Converter Drive,” in Proc. IEEE IECON 2007, Taiwan, China,
page(s):1805-1810, Nov 5-8, 2007.
• M. Imayavaramban, P.W. Wheeler, L. Empringham and J.C. Clare, ”Input
Power Clamp for Controlling Regeneration in Matrix Converter Drive,” in Proc.





ωi Frequency of input voltage of Matrix Converter
ωo Frequency of output voltage of Matrix Converter
ωm Frequency of of Modulation
MXx Duty cycle of the switch SXx
Iin Input current
Io Output current
q Voltage transfer ratio
Ts Sampling period
Tβα Switching times for bi-directional switches
Te Electromagnetic torque
φ Air gap flux
ψr Rotor flux vector
ia Armature current
if Field current
VA, VB, VC Three phase input voltages to Matrix Converter
VAB, VBC , VAC Three line to line input voltages
Va, Vb, Vc Three phase output voltages to Matrix Converter
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Symbols used Meaning
iA, iB, iC Three phase input currents to Matrix Converter
ia, ib, ic Three phase output currents to Matrix Converter
ωe Angular velocity
isα, isβ αβ stationary co-ordinates
isd, isq dq rotating co-ordinates
ψrα, ψrβ Rotor flux linkages
ψoα, ψoβ Air gap flux linkages
λ Rotor flux angle
σr Leakage co-eﬃcient
ωrm Mechanical speed
ωre Measured shaft speed in electrical
ωsl Slip frequency
τr Rotor time constant
τm Motor time constant










sqc Compensation voltage terms
v∗sd, v
∗
sq dq reference voltages
vsα, vsβ Stationary reference voltages
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Symbols used Meaning
Vc Voltage across the input filter capacitor
BDSAB, BDSBC , BDSAC Bi-directional switches in the RCC
RAB, RBC , RAC Resistors in the RCC
LA, LB, LC Three input phase source inductances
CAB, CBC , CAC Three input line capacitors
C1, C2 Clamp capacitors
R1, R2 Shunt metal film resistors
R3, R4 Burden resistors
dig − angle Rotor position in terms of pulses
im Magnetising current
P Number of poles
j Motor moment of Inertia
B Friction co-eﬃcient
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